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ABSTRACT
The long range goal o f  this research is to understand the role of the solvent in 
condensed phase reactions. In the gas phase, great strides have been made towards 
understanding chemical reactivity at the level o f  individual quantum states. Liquid state 
reactions are not as well understood due to complicated many-body interactions with the 
solvent.
Our approach has been to study simple reactions in solvents near their critical 
state. Here a small change in  pressure, at constant temperature, allows a continuous 
change in solvent bulk density and viscosity, from near-liquid to gas-like properties. In 
this way reactions can be studied across the interface between gas phase behavior and 
the poorly understood liquid state.
In addition to chemical reactivity, the research directly investigated solvent 
structure and dynamics in the supercritical state. The unique solvent properties o f 
supercritical fluids (SCFs) are the basis for SCF extractions and chromatography. 
Microscopic details o f the fluid structure and dynamics have a direct bearing on the 
solubility and reaction behavior o f  these fluids.
The high-intensity o f  the generated ultrafast pulses (0.01 to 60 GW/cm2) 
necessitated the need to investigate the phenomenon o f nonlinear absorption. Initial 
studies were perform ed on one-dimensional polydiacetylene polym er films. Mechanisms 
involving two-photon absorption were developed for explanation the new  finding.
The available high power in the femtosecond experimental system allowed 
investigation o f solvent molecular relaxation processes. Using the Optical Kerr Gate
x
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technique, the nonlinear index o f refraction and femtosecond m olecular relaxation 
processes for carbon dioxide in the vapor, liquid and supercritical states were 
determined.
The reaction dynamics DODCI (3,3'-diethyloxadicarbocynine) isomerization were 
investigated. The pathway o f the rapid (fs-ps) excited state isomerization followed was 
clarified. A Kramers turnover was observed for the slow (us-m s) ground state 
isomerization. These two widely different time scales each provide unique information 
on solvent effect.
xi
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CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND ON PHOTOCHEMISTRY, SUPERCRITICAL
FLUIDS AND NONLINEAR OPTICS
This research involves the use o f lasers. Lasers produce a special kind o f light 
with extremely narrow  frequency width and high intensity. Current laser technology can 
produce untra short (<10'9 sec) laser pulses, which make it possible to observe 
experimentally many physical and chemical processes on the time scale they actually 
occur.
1.1 LIGHT
Light has a dual nature. Light obeys a wave form equation.
c =vA. (1-1)
where c, v, and X are the speed, the frequency and the wavelength o f the light. At the 
same tim e light can be thought as a beam of particles (photons), each o f which has a 
energy of,
( 1-2)
E = h v  =hcM.
where h is Planck's constant (6.6256x1 O'34 Js). The shorter the wavelength of light, the 
higher the energy of the photon.
1.2 EXCITATION
Electronic excitation promotes electrons from one molecular orbital to another 
o f higher energy. This generally occurs by absorption o f ultraviolet (200-400nm) or 
visible light (400-800). Once in the excited state, the molecules can return to the ground
1
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state by reaction (photoionization, photodissociation, photoisomerization or reacting 
with other m olecules)[l.l], molecular collision, fluorescence or phosphorescence.
1.3 ABSORPTION
The fraction o f light absorbed by the excitation process is given by,
ln(T) = l n l  = - N L a / )  ° ' 3)
o
where T is the transmition of the light, I and I„ are the intensity o f the emerging and 
incident monochromatic light beam, N„ is the population density of molecules in the 
ground state, L is the pathlength o f the light beam, and CTgr(X.) is the ground-state cross 
section, The cross section is a measure of the transition probability and it is a strong 
function of the light wavelength.
1.4 PULSE WIDTH
Our goal is to study molecular processes in real time. Ultrashort light pulses 
allow for detailed step-by-step optical observation o f these processes. The duration o f 
the shortest pulses obtained to date is 6 fs[1.2]. However, for practical spectroscopy a 
reasonable limit is about 10 fs. The Heisenberg uncertainty principle requires that,
AvAt > K (1-4)
where Av the frequency width of the light pulse , and At is the time duration of the 
pulse. The constant K is o f order unity and depends on the shape o f the pulse intensity 
profile ( K=0.441 for Gaussian and K=0.315 for sech2). The shorter the laser pulse 
duration, the broader the frequency width o f the laser pulse. As the frequency width 
broadens, interrogation o f specific molecular transitions becomes increasingly difficult.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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1.5 PHOTOINDUCED BLEACHING AND PHOTOINDUCED ABSORPTION
Consider a system o f N0 molecules initially at thermal equilibrium as shown in 
Figure l- l(a ) . A laser pulse, typically called the "pump" or "pump beam" excites N, 
molecules from  the ground state to the first excited state (Figure l-l(b )). A second 
pulse o f light, typically called the "probe" or the "probe beam" can interact with either 
ground or excited state molecules (Figure l-l(c )). The transmission of this probe pulse 
is,
ln(T0 = l n ^  = - ( N o-N ,)L a gr(X) - N , L a x(^)  (1-5)
O
where T is the transmission o f the probe beam, a gr(X) and a ex(A.) are the ground-state 
and first excited state cross sections, I and I are the intensity of the emerging and 
incident probe beam and L is the pathlength of the light beam. Comparing Eqation (1-5) 
with Equation (1-3), the change o f transmission after pum ping is,
AT = T '-T  = gN.fo,^) - a J X ) )  _  j  ( | _ 6 )
T T
If  crg[(/l)>CTcx(/\,), ATX), the transmission o f the probe light increases because the pump 
light has depleted the ground state. This phenomena is called photoinduced bleaching. 
On the other hand, if crgr(A,)<acx(^), AT<0, the transmission o f  the probe light decreases 
with ^p lica tio n  o f the pump light. This is called photoinduced absorption. The sign of 
AT is thus decided by a gr(A,)-aex(A.). Its value depends on N ,(agr(A.)-acx(A.)). N, is the 
number o f molecules in the first excited state, which changes with time as the molecules 
in the first excited state relax back to the ground state. The magnitude of AT changes









Ground State Ground State Ground State
(a) Before Pumping (b). After Pumping (c). After Pumping and Probing
Figure 1-1 Schematic o f Electronic Energy Levels in  a M olecule
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with N,. Therefore, we can measure directly the dynamics o f the first excited state (i.e. 
the changing N, ) by measuring AT as a function of time.
1,6 NONLINEAR EFFECT
Femtosecond laser pulses can produce high intensity. These high intensity pulses 
can create nonlinear phenomena in samples, which must be understood.
Interest in nonlinear optics, especially applied to organic materials with large 
optical nonlinearities, has grown tremendously in the past decade. This is primarily 
because o f the potential use of organic polymers in device applications related to 
telecommunication, optical computing and optical information processing[1.3-1.6]. For 
example, ultrafast photonic switching has the ability to operate at speeds well beyond 
the limits o f electronic systems. Smith [1.7] predicts that devices producing > 100 giga 
bytes/s data transfer rates are possible using photonic switching. Photonic switching 
takes advantage of a media's inherent nonlinear optical properties.
Nonlinear optics involves the study o f the interactions of intense electromagnetic 
fields with various media to produce new fields altered in phase, frequency, amplitude 
or other propagation characteristics. The polarization (P) induced in a medium by an 
external electric field component(E) of light can be expanded in powers o f the electric 
field as[1.3]
P = x (1)‘E + x(2)-E-E + x(3)-E-E-E +•••
where x (1), x <2) and x(3) are termed the first-order susceptibility, second-order nonlinear 
susceptibility and third-order nonlinear susceptibility, respectively. In linear optics, the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
m agnitude of the observed effect changes linearly with light intensity and only the first 
term  (x0)E) in E q(l-7 ) is important. Most optical nonlinear responses were not 
demonstrated until the advent o f the laser; high values o f E can be obtained by laser 
irradiation. The susceptibilities are a function o f wavelength, and large values of y}2) or 
X(3> are essential for a useful nonlinear optical material. Since E is a vector, the net 
polarization of a material depends on its symmetry properties with respect to the 
orientation of E. It can be shown that the even order susceptibilities o f an isotropic 
mixture or a centrosymmetric crystal are zero. The odd order susceptibilities are 
orientationally independent. Therefore, functional second order nonlinear optical 
materials must be orientationally noncentric. This is the m ajor difficulty in designing 
new  second-order nonlinear optical materials. There is no such limitation(orientationally 
noncentric) to third-order nonlinear optical materials. The interaction of light with a 
medium at the molecular level can be described by E q(l-8 )
A \i = a-E  + p E E  + y E E E  + ... (1-8)
where Ap is the change in molecular dipole moment due to  the imposed E; and a ,  (3 
and y are the polarizability, hyperpolarizability and the second hyperpolarizability 
constants o f the molecule. An important fact in optical theory is that an oscillating 
electric dipole emits a radiation field at the frequency of oscillation. This is also true 
of a collection o f dipoles. Therefore, second order effects double the frequency o f the 
incoming light and third order effects result in frequency tripling. A detailed discussion 
o f NLO is given in textbook by Bucher and Cotter[1.12],
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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To create better nonlinear optical materials, more attention is being given to 
research involving organic polymers and liquid crystalline polymers (LCPs). Polymers 
and liquid crystalline polymers provide options not available with present day 
inorganic crystals, including low cost, ease o f manufacturing, excellent mechanical 
properties, environmental resistance and a high threshold for laser damage. Advantage 
can be taken o f second and third order optical nonlinearities in these materials. Chapter
3-7 studies the nonlinear properties of C60 PDA and C 0 2.
1.7 SUPERCRITICAL FLUIDS
A supercritical fluid (SCF) is a fluid at temperature and pressure above its critical 
values. A SCF has physical properties intermediate to those o f liquid and gas. It can be 
changed from  a liquid-like fluid to gas-like fluid smoothly without abrupt phase change. 
SCF has been used in many areas including SCF chromatography[1.8-1.11], SCF 
extraction , recrystallisation in SCF and solvent replacement.
In this research, the physical properties o f C 0 2 are first investigated in the vapor, 
liquid and supercritical states. C 0 2 is then used as one component of mixture in which 
the isomerization of DODCI is studied. The unique properties o f C 0 2 near its critical 
state allow the isomerization take place at "low" viscosity.
1.8 REFERENCES
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CHAPTER 2. DESCRIPTION OF OUR EQUIPMENT 
2.1 TIME SCALE OF ELEMENTARY MOLECULAR PHENOMENA
Elementary molecular processes, for example the relaxation o f an excited 
electronic state or the vibrational motion o f a molecule, occur on an extremely short 
time-scale. Typical time-scales o f many important processes are shown in Figure 2-1.
Two broad topics, the effect o f  solvents on solution phase kinetics and third 
order nonlinear effect in organic polymers have been investigated. These topics are 
related in that both used the same laser-based experimental techniques.
2.2 FEMTOSECOND PUMP AND PROBE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Femtosecond time-resolved pump-probe experiments are performed with the 
equipment shown in Figure 2-2. A modified Lambda Physik FAM P capable of 
producing two simultaneous pulses, one of 250 fs and one o f 50 fs duration was used. 
These pulses are tunable from  220-700nm at between 1 to 20 Hz repetition. Energy per 
pulse is about 25pJ(250 fs) and lpJ(50 fs) in the visible range. For single-wavelength 
(one color) experiments, the 250 fs pulse is split into a pum p and a  probe pulse. The 
intensity o f the probe pulse is about 5% o f the pump pulse. To aid in detection, the 
polarization o f the probe pulse is set 90° with respect to  that o f the pum p pulse.
For a typical pump-probe experiment, the equilibrium state o f a sample is 
perturbed by the strong pump pulse. The process back to the equilibrium is monitored 
by changes in the weak probe pulse after it passes through the sample. Here the probe 
beam arrival at the sample (with respect to the pump beam ) is delayed in femtosecond 
steps by use o f a computer controlled translation stage (mechanical delay). The
9
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Figure 2-1 Approximate Time Scales of Elementary Molecular Phenomena, 
(taken from  ref.[2.1])
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Figure 2-2 Optical Setup for Pump-Probe fs Experiments.
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resolution o f our translation stage is 0.2 pm (about 1.3 fs). The intensities o f the pump 
pulse and probe signal are measured by detectors A and B , respectively. The data are 
stored and averaged in a Hewlett Packard 5451 OB 300M Hz digitizing oscilloscope. 
Averaged data are then transferred to a computer. Typically each reported data point 
corresponds to the average o f at least 100 laser pulses.
Before performing each experiment, the laser pulse width is measured using a 
constructed interferometric autocorrelator (see the dashed lines in figure 2-2). The laser 
pulse is split 50:50 creating two identical beames. The two pulses are then focused on 
a second harmonic generation(SHG) crystal. The SHG crystal doubles the frequency of 
the light in the pulses. The second harmonic generated by each individual pulse is 
blocked but the second harmonic traveling along the bisector of the two beams is 
detected as a function o f time delay of one o f the pulses. The time delay was obtained 
using the translation stage. As noted earlier pulses o f 250fs and 50 fs could be 
obtained from the laser.
2.3 MICROSECOND TO MILLISECOND PUM P-PROBE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
Some experiments required a ps-ms tim e scale. A translation stage can not be 
used. For example, a millisecond time delay would require a stage 151 km long. 
Because ps-ms time scales are relatively slow, electronic switching between the two 
laser pulses (pump and probe) is possible. Electronic switching can be practically used 
to the ns time scale.
Our us-ms equipment (Figure 2-3) allows excitation of a molecule using a pulse 
o f about 10 ns from an Nd:YAG laser. Four wavelength (1064nm, 532nm, 355nm,
















Figure 2-3 Optical Setup for Pump-Probe ps-m s Experiments.
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266nm) and a repetition rate to 20Hz are available. A second laser, typically a He-Ne 
laser (632nm) can be used to probe the reaction. Intensity changes in the He-Ne probe 
laser are detected using a fast response photo-multiplyer tube PMT(ns). The signals from 
the PMT are stored and averaged in a Hewlett Packard 5451 OB digitizing oscilloscope. 
The averaged data are then transferred to a computer.
The two lasers are typically introduced colinearly to a flowing or static reactor 
cell (with stirring capabilities). At least 100 shots per data point are averaged to produce 
a point on a kinetics curve.
2.4 OPTICAL SETUP FOR KERR EFFECT MEASUREMENTS
In order to measure third order nonlinear properties and the response time o f 
organic polymers or inorganic media, we performed the optical Kerr effect experiments. 
Figure 2-4 shows the femtosecond OKE setup to measure the optical Kerr effect. A 
detailed Kerr gate is illustrated in Figure 2-5.
The 250 fs pulse from the laser is split into a pump and a probe pulse. The 
intensity o f the probe pulse is about 5% o f the pump pulse. The polarization of the 
pump pulse is set 45° with respect to that o f the probe pulse. The second polarizer in 
front o f the detector is set perpendicular to the first polarizer (Figure 2-5). W ithout the 
pump pulse, the probe pulse passing the first polarizer is blocked by the second 
polarizar. The extinction o f the crossed polarizar is about 1 O'5.
For a typical optical Kerr effect experiment, the optical isotropy o f a transparent 
sample is perturbed by the strong pump pulse (Figure 2-6). The two different values of 
refractive index induced by the pump pulse in the direction perpendicular and parallel

















Figure 2-4 Optical Setup for Measuring OKJE
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Figure 2-5 Optical Kerr Gate
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Figure 2-6 Optical Kerr Effect
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to the pump pulse m ake it possible for the probe pulse to pass the  second polarizar. The 
process back to the optical isotropy is monitored by changes in the weak probe pulse 
after it passes through the second polarizar. Here the probe beam  arrival at the sample 
(with respect to the pump beam) is delayed in femtosecond steps by use o f a computer 
controlled translation stage. The resolution o f our translation stage is 0.2 pm (about 1.3 
fs). The intensities o f the pump pulse and probe signal are measured by detectors A and 
B, respectively. The data are stored and averaged in a Hewlett Packard 54510B 300MHz 
digitizing oscilloscope. The averaged data are then transferred to a computer. Each 
reported data point corresponds to the average o f at least 1 0 0  laser pulses.
2.5 REFERENCES
[2.1] Graham R. Flemming, ed. Chemical Application o f Ultrafast spectroscopy, 
Oxford University Press, New york, (1986)
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CHAPTER 3. TIME-RESOLVED PHOTOINDUCED ABSORPTION AND
OPTICAL KERR FFECT IN FULLERENE C6,
3.1 INTRODUCTION
To study kinetics o f the excited state o f fullerene C60, time-resolved 
photoexcitation properties o f C60 have been measured [3.1-3.4], The optical properties 
of fullerene C60 and C70 have shown a reverse saturable absorption behavior [3.5], Here 
we use the photoinduced absorption (PA) pump-probe technique, with femtosecond 
pulses, to investigate the photoexitation dynamics of fullerene C60.
Optical nonlinearities in C60 have also been investigated [3.6-3.8 ]. However, 
almost all measurements o f x(3) in fullerenes have been perform ed by means of third 
harmonic generation and four-wave-mixing experiments [3.6-3.8 ], The optical Kerr effect 
(OKE) in C60 has not been tested. In an all-optical switching system, Kerr gates perform 
differently from four-wave-mixing gates. For four-wave mixing gates, phase matching 
leads to parametric gain so that a small signal can control a large signal. Kerr gates are 
three-terminal devices; there is no gain since a large pulse is used to control a smaller 
pulse.
The OKE is a transient optical-field-induced birefringence. A sufficiently intense 
pump wave propagating through a nonlinear media induces an intensity-dependent 
birefringence which can alter the polarization o f a weaker probe beam. At steady-state, 
the intensity o f a linearly polarized probe transmitted through a crossed polarizer can be 
expressed as
19
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1 = 1. sin2(Afl>/2 )
(3-1)
A<I> = 27m,I. L/A,
2  in
where I0 is the probe beam intensity, 1 ,̂ is the pump intensity, n2 is the nonlinear index 
o f refraction o f the sample, n 2 = 16 712 %m/cn2, c is light velocity, n is the refractive 
index, and L is the thickness. Generally, a<I> is sufficiently small such that the intensity 
I can be approximated by
I »  I0(7tn2r  L /x y  (3-2)
The OKE signal I which is reported here originates from  the real part o f
where x(3) = X(3)i2i2 + X(3)i22 i-
3.2 EXPERIMENTAL
Pulses with 250 fs duration at 5 Hz, tunable 575 nm to 610 nm, w ere obtained 
from a Lambda Physik 500 FS. Peak power o f the pump pulse was about 106 W. Photon 
density could reach 1017 cm"2. The probe intensity was about 5% o f the pump. For the 
transient photoexcitation measurement, a conventional one-color pum p-probe technique 
was used. For the OKE experiment, the sample was placed between two crossed 
polarizers. The probe beam was initially polarized 45° with respect to the pump. The 
transient transmission intensity o f the probe was measured as a function of delay time 
o f the pump.
In order to estimate the nonlinear index of refraction in C60, the OKE for CS2 at 
STP (n2 = 2 x 10"11 esu) [3.9] was measured as a standard. In addition, the OKE signal 
produced by the substrate (glass) was taken into account. We measured the OKE signal
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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of the glass and then subtracted it from  total the OKE signal to get a net signal of the 
sample
3.3 RESULT AND DISCUSSION
C60 with a purity > 99.9% was dissolved in spectroscopic-grade dichlorobenzene 
and carbon disulfide (CS2). Solution concentration was ~ 10'2 M. The absorption 
spectrum o f C60 in dichlorobenzene in the region of 400 nm  - 700 nm is plotted in 
Figure 3-1. The weak absorption bands in the 410-620 nm  region are assigned to the 
singlet dipole-forbidden transition in C60 molecules. Figure 3-2 shows the time-dependent 
transmissions o f C60 in dichlorobenzene and CS2. At least 100 shots were taken and 
averaged fo r each experimental point. Both figures show a step-like change in the PA 
signal after 0.6 ps. From 0 .6  ps to our experimental limit of 1.2 ns, no change in the PA 
signals with delay time was exhibited. Immediately after the pump excitation, the S, 
state is populated yielding the PA signal. Deexcitation of S, has two primary channels, 
either direct return to the ground state or inter-system crossing to the triplet manifold. 
A rate constant for intersystem crossing o f 1.5 x 109 s (with the assumption that the 
quantum yield for triplet formation is near unity) has been reported [3.2]. Our results 
provide confirmation. In fact, when the time delay is in the nanosecond range, the PA 
signal results from absorption o f both the S, and the S3 states. The lifetime 
o f the S3 state has been reported to be on the order of ps [3.3, 3.12],
(3-3)
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Figure 3-1 Optical Absorption Spectrum of Cfi0 in Dichlorobenzene
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Figure 3-2 Time-Resolved PA of C6o in (a) Dichlorobenzene at 585 nm and (b) CS2 
at 596nm, the Dashed Line is for Eye Guide.
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The OKE m easurement in fullerene C60 film  was performed at 585 nm. Here a 
C60 saturated solution was spin cast onto a glass substrate to form the film. A peak 
transmission o f 0.3% was observed (Figure 3-3). The time-dependent OKE signal 
presented in Figure 3-3 was observed to have symmetric shape about t = 0. The signal 
had a third-order correlation, I ~ I0 x I2ta (see Equation 3-2). This implies that the Kerr 
gate in a C60 film  immediately responds to the gate pulse. In other words, an 
instantaneous (10 ' 15 s) electronic nonlinearity in the C60 film is responsible for the 
observed OKE. C60 molecules in the film are more or less frozen, so the contributions 
o f molecular reorientation and redistribution to n2 are insignificant. Surprisingly, the 
OKE temporal response in the C60 film is not affected by its PA relaxation (Figure 3-2). 
Possibly the ground state contributions to the X(3)1221 tensor component dominate because 
excited-state contributions to the X(3)i22i tensor component are associated with the 
orientation correlation function o f the transition dipoles [3.10,3.11], Although absorption 
losses exist for the tested wavelengths, resonance enhancement is expected.
The results at 585 nm  in C60 film showed n 2 ~ 8.0 x 10' 10 esu and x <3) ~ 1.5 x 
10' 11 esu. Generally, for an isotropic sample, the electronic Xt3)(e) has the following 
relationship: X(3)i22i(e) = X(3)i2i2(e)- Our measured value o f  X(3)mi would be 7.5 x 10' 12 
esu which is close to 4.3 x 10' 12 esu, as reported in Ref [3.6]. From a device point of 
view, we note that C60 film  can be of potential use in a Kerr-effect light gate, because 
o f possible resonance enhancement of x(3) and a femtosecond time response.
In summary, the PA shows no decay within a nanosecond range in solution 
fullerene C60. The OKE in C60 film showed a femtosecond gate response and its
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Figure 3-3 Transmitted Signal vs. Various Delay Time of C6o Film.
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nonlinear index of refraction (n2 ~ 8 .0  x  1 0 '10 esu) and third-order susceptibility (x<3) ~
1.5 x 10'M esu) were measured.
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CHAPTER 4. FEMTOSECOND PHOTOINDUCED DICHROISM IN
POLYDIACETYLENE 4BCMU FILM 
4.1 INTRODUCTION
Optical and electrical properties of 7t-conjugated polymers have aroused 
substantial interest because of possible use in optical nonlinear devices [4.1-4.3], 
Polydiacetylenes (PDA) are particularly attractive as they can be prepared as single 
crystals, solutions or films [4.4-4.6 ], In addition, a variety o f chain lengths and side 
groups are possible. PDA 4BCMU film has shown large third-order optical nonlinear 
susceptibility and fast recovery time [4.7],
In this work we used femtosecond pulses to obtain the transient resonant 
polarization spectrum of PDA 4BCMU film. PDA displayed transient photoinduced 
dichroism (PD) and a tim e dependent nonlinear refractive index. The nonlinear 
refractive index was determined using the optical K err gate (OKG) technique. 
Combining PD spectra with optical Kerr measurements, estimates o f the diffusion 
constant, relaxation time of the single excitons, the nonlinear refractive index, n2, and 
third-order susceptibility, x<3), were obtained.
4.2 EXPERIMENTAL
Pulses with 250 fs duration at 5 Hz and tunable from 565 nm to 610 nm were 
obtained from  a Lambda Physik FAMP. A conventional one-color pump-probe 
technique was used with the pump intensity ~1 pj/pulse and the probe intensity ~5% o f 
the pump. The pump beam was delayed mechanically. As indicated in Figure 4-1, the
27
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Figure 4-1 Schematic for the Optical Kerr Gate M easurements for PD Measurements, 
the Second Polarizer Is Set Parallel or Perpendicular to  the Pump Polarization.
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probe beam was passed through a polarization rotator to set its polarization at 45°, with 
respect to that o f the pump. Two experimental configurations were used:
1. For PD measurements, the second polarizer, in front of the detector, 
was set either parallel to or perpendicular to the incoming pump beam.
2. For the Optical Kerr Gate measurements, the second polarizer was set 
perpendicular to the incoming probe. Without the pump pulse, the 
extinction o f the crossed polarizers can reach 1 O'5.
The signal collected by the detector was stretched and then digitalized and averaged by 
an HP 5451 OB oscilloscope. For the PD and OKG measurements, the transient 
transmission intensity of the probe was measured as a function o f delay time of the 
pump. To improve signal/noise, at least 100 shots were taken and averaged for each 
reported experimental point.
A large area PDA 4BCMU film  o f thickness 1.1 micron (measured by an Alpha- 
Step 200, Tencor Instrument) was prepared by spin casting from solution onto a glass 
substrate. The film was determined to be macroscopically isotropic by testing the probe 
transmission in the absence o f the pump and without use o f the second polarizer.
4.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 4-2 shows the photoinduced transmission signals (PT) o f the PDA film 
taken in the PD configuration at an excitation of 2.12 eV (585 nm); this is near the 
absorption edge of the film. Figure 4-2 shows an unusual feature, A a, *  Aax.
The maximum dichroism ratio, p  =  Atx x/ A a t , is «  0.44 at t ~ 0. This ratio 
decreased with the delay time because a o c # rapidly approached a ccx . Although the PT
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Figure 4-2 Transient Photoinduced Dichroism Spectra for PDA 4BCM U Film; 
Parallel (||) and Perpendicular ( j l )  Polarization at 585 nm.
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signals ( acc# or ACXjJ persisted m ore than 5 ps, polarization memory was lost after -1.5 
ps. Polarization memory, P(t), can be defined [4.8] as P(t) = (A ay-A aJ^A a^+ A aJ. The 
insert in Figure 4-2 plots P(t) versus time. W e tested different areas o f the film and 
found that the maximum dichroism ratio varied from 0.4 to 0.7. Throughout our 
experimental range (576 to 605 nm ), PT signals very similar to Figure 4-2 were 
obtained.
The observed PD behavior can be explained in terms o f the quasi one­
dimensional electronic structure o f the film. Absorption in the polymer chains parallel 
to the pump polarization will b e  more effective than that in chains perpendicular to 
polarization (a ,  > 0Cj). Spin casting creates random orientation of the one dimensional 
chains in the film. However, because the excitation light is linearly polarized, the 
transient photocarrier population generated along optical electrical field  axis is larger 
than the population perpendicular to the applied field direction. Hence the photoinduced 
transmission becomes anisotropic.
In the PDA film , we found that polarization memory was lost after 1.5 ps, which 
is faster than the exciton recovery tim e o f >5 ps (see Figure 4-2). Two possible 
explanations are excitation transfer or photocarrier diffusion. For excitation transfer, the 
initial orientation o f the excitation can be lost through electron coupling with molecules 
o f a different orientation (interchain coupling). Photocarrier diffusion occurs when an 
electron migrates along the chain (intrachain coupling). Generally, it is believed that the 
interchain coupling is much weaker than intrachain coupling in one dimension polymers. 
Polarization memory can be lost in intrachain coupling when the chain direction has
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rotated by tc/4. Structural defects in the film  cause individual chains to be twisted, 
stretched or planarly interrupted. Every defect corresponds to a rotation o f a Pz orbital 
about the single bond on the backbone.
For a polycrystalline film , with a spherical isotropic distribution o f molecular 
axes, the PD ratio, p, should be 0.33. The higher value w e measured suggests that the 
polym er in the spin cast film was not perfectly one dimensional. It may also be 
accounted for by a contribution from  amorphous regions, which very quickly depolarize 
the excitations. The values o f the PD ratio can be regarded as an indirect measure of 
the sample quality.
The temporal behavior of acc± and Aa# shown in Figure 4-2 is similar; both have 
the same rise time -0.5 ps and decay time constant -1 .4  ps. The rise time of the PT 
peak is attributed to relaxation from  free excitons to self-trapped excitons [4.9, 4.10], 
The decay process is due to the recombination o f the excitons. The decay time constant 
o f  1.4 ps measured in Figure 4-2 is in agreement with x ~ 1 .6  ps reported by Yoshizawa 
et al. [9] and x ~ 1.5 ps reported by Hess et al. [11]. Throughout our measured range 
o f  576 nm  to 605 nm  these two times (rise tim e and decay time) remained constant.
It is possible to estimate the third order susceptibility X(3)m i from the PT 
signals [4.12] as,
Im x (3)*1111 :n0 c K ,  Aa/327r2 I (4" 0
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where c is the velocity o f light, I the pump intensity, n„ and k0 are the linear refractive 
index and extinction coefficients, respectively. For A a( the value o f |x<3)mil is - 8 .0  
x 10‘8 esu, while fo r A a± the value o f lx(3,mil is reduced by 0.4.
The temporal transmission of the PDA 4BCMU film  using the optical Kerr gate 
(OKG) configuration is given in Figure 4-3. The peak transmission was about 3.3% at 
an excitation o f 585 nm. The transient transmission signal appears asymmetric with a 
decay tim e constant o f 600 fs. The transmission signal was completely recovered after
1.2 ps, which is consistent with the polarization memory loss o f 1.5 ps we obtained in 
Figure 4-2. The tim e dependent behavior of OKG signal in  Figure 4-3 is similar to P(t) 
versus time in Figure 4-2. This was true for all the OKG measurements performed at 
the tested wavelengths (from 576 to 605 nm).
The OKG temporal decay is a direct measure o f the migration process of the 
photocarriers, provided that the orientational relaxation is much faster than the decay to 
the ground state. Since the time-resolved polarization memory loss (1.5 ps in Figure
4-2; 1.2 ps in Figure 4-3) is shorter than the lifetime o f the excited state (>5 ps in 
Figure 4-2), the migration diffusion constant, D, can be estimated as,
D = R2/4t (4_2)
where R2 is the mean square displacement o f a photocarrier in time t. In order to 
estimate R, the conjugation length model [4.13, 4.14] can be used. According to this 
model, the broad absorption band and dispersion of resonant Raman scattering in 
conjugated polym ers can be attributed to the distribution o f conjugation lengths. Shorter
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Figure 4-3 Time Dependence o f  the Kerr Gate Transmission for the PDA 4BCMU 
Film at 585nm.
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chains have larger electronic gaps and higher coupled phonon frequencies. Thus, the 
resonant Raman vibrational frequency, co, o f a conjugated polym er can be expressed as, 
co = A + B/N where A and B are constants and N is the num ber o f repeated units or the 
"conjugation number". Resonant Raman frequencies for the C=C stretching modes in 
PDA 4BCMU film  have been experimentally determined by Zheng et al. [4.15] as,
co =[1475 +300/N] cm -1 ' (4‘3)
Equation (4-3) shows that chains with N  «  12, corresponding to a chain length o f about 
48 A, will be in resonance with 585 nm  excitation. Substituting R=48 A and t= 0 .6  ps 
(decay time constant o f Fig. 4-3) into Eq. 4-2, the diffusion constant in the film can be 
estimated as ~ 0 .1  cm2/s. Since chains longer than 48 A can also absorb 585 nm  light, 
this estimate for D can be considered a lower limit.
Kobayashi et al. [4.12] also used random walk in a one-dimensional chain to 
explain the ns fluorescence decay observed in PDA at 4K. In our experiments anistropy 
is lost much faster (1.5 ps in Figure 2; 1.2 ps in Figure 4-3) than fluorescence because 
any 7t/ 4  rotation in the polym er chain will result in polarization memory loss. 
Fluorescence decay occurs with exciton recombination.
In order to estimate, n2, in the film, the polarization spectrum for CS2 was 
measured and used as a standard (n2 = 2 x 10' 11 esu). Under identical experimental 
conditions, n 2 in the PDA film can be estimated using,
n 2 (PDA) = n 2 (CS2)
N
t pda(0) ^cs, IP(CS2)
TCs,(0) ,L PDA, Ip(PDA)\  r /
(4-4)
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where T is the measured maximum transmittance, L is the length o f the sample and IP 
is the pump intensity.
The value of n 2 at 576 nm  is ~1 X 10"8 esu and this value gradually decreased 
with decreasing photon energy. n 2 was ~5.0 x 10' 9 esu at 605 nm. The n2 measured 
from the OKG technique is related to the a x (3) measured from  transient gratings by
|Ax3l = - % 1 1 2 2 ^  =n2 n o/ l 2 n  (4' 5)
where n 0 is the linear index o f refraction o f the film. The calculated values o f a x (3) 
varied from  6  x 10"10 esu to 3 x  10' 10 esu as the excitation wavelength varied from 576 
nm  to 605 nm.
Because PD ( a o . ,  & A d j )  temporal spectra was observed throughout our entire 
experimental range, the optical K err gate measurement is assigned to the PD process. 
W e do not exclude a possible contribution from  the optical Kerr effect (OKE), however, 
this would account for less than 10% of the reported values. The OKE or photoinduced 
birefringence results from the real part o f  x(3\  nonresonant electron cloud distortion. 
Only when the excitation photon energy shifts to the transparent area o f  the film can a 
pure OKE signal be obtained.
4.4 CONCLUSION
In summary, transient PD was observed throughout our entire experimental range 
and used to explain the optical Kerr gate measurements. The observed rapid loss of 
polarization memory (1.5 ps PD, 1.2 ps OKG) allows estimation o f  the diffusion 
constant, D  > 0.1 cm2/s. The nonlinear refractive index, n 2 -  1 x 1 O' 8 esu, and third-
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order susceptibility, ax(3) ~ 6  x 1 0 '10 esu, were measured at the low energy edge of 
absorption band in the film.
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CHAPER 5. TRANSIENT LIGHT ABSORPTION IN POLYDIACETYLENE FILMS 
5.1 INTRODUCTION
7i-conjugated polymers have aroused substantial interest as possible nonlinear 
optical materials [5.1-5.3], Polydiacetylenes (PDAs) are particularly attractive as they 
can be prepared as single crystals, solutions or films, each with a variety of chain 
lengths and side groups [5.4-5.6]. PDA 4BCM U (4-butoxycarbonalmethylurethane) film 
has shown a large third-order optical nonlinear susceptibility (x<3> ~ 1 0 '8 esu) with 
picosecond recovery time [5.7,5.8 ].
Recent investigations have focused on tw o photon absorption (TPA) in PDAs and 
single crystal PDA [5.9,5.10], Two-photon resonances are important for understanding 
the electronic structure o f conjugated polymers. For example, Lawarence et al. [5.9], 
found a continuum o f even-parity states in PDA crystals. Here the TPA spectrum was 
confined to the transparent (IR) region o f the samples.
In this work we used sufficiently intense visible femtosecond pulses to study 
photoexcitation dynamics in PDA. W e found that the sign o f  the transient photoinduced 
transmission (PT) signal was wavelength dependent at the low energy absorption edge 
o f the film. W e attribute this finding to triplet absorption. Here the intense 
femtosecond pump induced two-photon absorption which then allowed creation of triplet 
excitons by fission.
5.2 EXPERIMENT
Pulses with 250 fs duration at 5 Hz and tunable from  565 nm to 610 nm were 
obtained from a Lambda Physik FAMP. Two experiments were performed, one-color
38
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pum p-probe experiments and single beam transmission measurements. For single beam 
experiments pulse intensity was varied from 0.03 to 30 GW/cm2 For pump-probe 
experiments the pum p intensity was -10  GW/cm2 and the probe intensity -5%  of the 
pump. A conventional one-color pum p-probe technique was used. The pump beam was 
delayed mechanically and then passed through a polarization rotator to set its 
polarization perpendicular to the probe. The transient transmission signal of the probe 
was measured as a function o f  delay time of the probe.
A large area PDA 4BCMU film o f thickness 1.1 micron (measured by the Alpha- 
step 200, Tencor Instrument) was prepared by spin casting from solution onto a glass 
substrate.
5.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Our experimental range was is in the absorption edge o f the PDA spectrum. In 
the pum p-probe experiments the unusual result o f a sign change in the photoinduced 
transmission (PT) signal was observed. PT signals were negative (AT < 0) at 2.05 eV 
(605 nm ) < co^ < 2.16 eV (574 nm ), and positive (AT > 0) at coex >2 . 16  eV. Figure
5-1 (a) and (b) shows two typical transient transmission spectra of the PDA 4BCMU 
film  taken at excitations of 2.16 eV and 2.08 eV. Figure 5-1 (a) shows a transient 
photoinduced bleaching (PB) spectrum while Figure 5-1 (b) shows a transient 
photoinduced absorption spectrum. This absorption result differs from previous studies
[5.11,5.12] where only positive signals were observed throughout the entire low energy 
absorption edge of the film. The negative PT signal is a previously unreported feature 
o f PDA 4BCM U film.












Time Delay ( ps )
Figure 5-1 Transient Transmission Spectra o f  PDA 4BCMU Film at (a) 2.16 eV and 
(b) 2.08 eV. The Pump Intensity is ~ I0  GW /cm 2 and the Probe is -0 .5  G W /cm 2.
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It should be noted that previous pum p-probe experiments [5.11,5.12] were 
perform ed at pump intensities <0.1 GW/cm2, whereas a higher pump intensity o f -10 
GW /cm 2 was used for our pum p-probe measurements. The change in sign o f  the PT 
signal is a nonlinear phenomenon associated with light intensity, as discussed below.
In addition to the pump-probe experiments, the transmittance o f a single beam 
as a function o f the beam intensity was measured at 2.08 eV. The results are shown in 
Figure 5-2. When the intensity o f the incident beam was below 0.1 GW /cm2 the 
transmission was about 1 0 %, the transmission gradually increased to 18% with 
increasing incident intensity to 4 GW/cm2. Significantly the transmittance begins to 
decrease markedly when the single-beam intensity exceeded 4 GW/cm2. At a beam 
intensity o f 30 GW/cm2, transmission had decreased to about 13%. Since a high 
intensity beam was applied to the sample, we paid great attention to the problem of 
optical damaged. For each high fluency measurement, low fluency data were taken and 
compared to initial data. Repeatable low fluency data ensured that the sample had not 
degraded. The decrease in the transmission o f the film , at high laser intensity, is a 
second new finding. Figure 5-2 indicates that at least 3 process, a linear process at low 
intensity and two nonlinear processes at higher intensities are involved. The turnover 
at 4GW /cm 2 is a strong indication of two-photon absorption (TPA).
5.3.1 Discussion o f the Single Beam Experiments
As shown in figure 5-2, at weak incident beam intensities <0 . 1  GW/cm2, the 
relationship between the outgoing beam and incoming beam is linear. As the incident 
beam intensity increases (0.1 GW/cm2 to 4 GW /cm2), saturated absorption occurs with













Intensity ( Gw/cm )
Figure 5-2 Single Beam Transmission Data for PDA 4BCMU Film as a Function o f 
Incident Laser Intensity at 2.08 eV. Solid Line is a Fit o f  Eq.(5-9).
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the corresponding depletion o f the ground state. Here, in a two-level system, the 
absorbance, a ,  can be expressed as [5.13]
a  = a 0 / ( l  +I/I.) (5- l )
where a 0 is the linear absorption coefficient, I and I, are the laser and saturated 
absorption intensities, respectively.
I f  excited state absorption (ESA) occurs (a three-level system), a  becomes [5.14]
a  = a 0 (l - p l / ( l  +1.))
where P = 1 - a e/a g, a e and a g are the excited state and the ground state absorption 
cross sections, respectively. Equation (5-2) shows for the low intensity limit,
a  = a 0 = N a g when I « Is, (5-3)
and for the high intensity limit,
a  = N a  when I » I , (5-4)
e s 7
where N is the molecular population. Equations (5-3) and (5-4) show that the ratio of 
ctc to a g determines the differences in the transmission for low and high incident 
intensity experiments when accessible higher energy levels exist.
When CTg > ctc, transmittance increases monotonically to a c N (not 100%) with 
increasing intensity. At the absorption edge, a g > a c for PDA 4BCMU film [5.11,5.12], 
Higher laser intensity can not change the fact that c g > crc. Therefore the decrease in 
transmittance o f the PDA film at higher laser intensity (> 4GW /cm2 in Figure 2) implies 
additional, nonlinear processes are involved, most likely two photon absorption.
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When a beam propagates the z-direction in a nonlinear medium with two-photon 
absorption, its attenuation is governed by the equation
dl/dz = -  a (1)I -  a (2)P (5‘5)
where a (1) and a (2) are the one- and two-photon absorption coefficients, respectively. a (1) 
is exactly the same as a 0 used in equations (5-l)-(5-3). Here the superscript 1 has been 
added to emphasize single photon absorption. Transmittance takes the form
T = a (1) exp ( -  a (1)) / | a (1) + (l -  exp ( -  a (1)) ) a (2)l j  ^
where I0 is incident intensity and for simplicity z= l. It should be noted that the 
transmittance curve from equation (5-6) is monotonically decreasing. In order to explain 
Figure 5-1, all three processes mentioned above, saturation absorption, ESA, and TPA 
are needed.
Combining all three processes results in the following rate equations,
5n (x,t) = (N - n )  I g g ^ (N - n )  cr<2) I2 ^ (5. 7)
at ho 2ho x
~^(x’ ^  + c a ( x ’ ^  = -c (N  - n ) a  I - c  a  n l - ( N  - n )  <yg2) I2 (5-8)
at 3x 8 e
W here a g(2) is the two-photon absorption cross section and a (2) = N a g(2), x is the 
excited state lifetime, c is the speed of light, h o  is the photon energy, and the saturated 
absorption intensity Is= h v \a gx.
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Using the steady-state approximation and substituting n(x) from  E q (5-7) into Eq 
(5-8), we obtain the expression for a:
a  cc a 0 1 + +  a (2)I 1 -
Equation (5-9) is plotted against the experimental data in Figure 5-2.
It should be noted that TPA and ESA originate from different distinct 
mechanisms. TPA is the instantaneous transition from the ground state to an excited 
state with the same symmetry. ESA is two-step process in which the photons in the rear 
part of the pulse are absorbed by the excited state created by the front part o f the pulse. 
ESA can reach an excited state which is different from the ground state in  parity. ESA 
can be large when the laser pulse duration is short, compared to the lifetime of the 
excited state. Here the excited state will not decay within the pulse duration. Because 
exciton lifetime was measured as ~1.4 ps in PDA 4BCMU film  [5.15-5.17; and Figure 
5 -la] and 250 fs pulses were used in our experiment, ESA can be significant for our 
data. By contrast, ESA would be not significant for ns or ps (>20 ps) pulses used in 
other research [5.9,5.10,5.18,5.19],
The distinction between TPA and ESA is important. Using z-scan, a broad two- 
photon band or “TPA continuum” starting at about 2 eV and increasing to a measured
3.2 eV has been found in PDA crystals [5.9]. For PDA 4BCMU film , a peak in the 
TPA spectrum was found near 880 nm, by a combination o f two-photon absorption and
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degenerate four-wave mixing [5.10], This peak was explained as a two-step induced 
absorption. Similar results for PDA 4BCMU have been measured by third harmonic 
generation and two-photon absorption [5.20]. All these studies o f TPA in PDAs were 
undertaken in the transparent region o f PDA, whereas our research was conducted at 
absorption edge o f the sample. At the absorption edge TPA can be resonantly enhanced. 
The value o f the TPA cross section used in equation (5-9) and plotted in Figure 5-2 was 
-6000 GW/cm2. This value is comparable to the 4500 GW /cm2 [5.10] reported in the 
transparent region o f the film. Our higher value is expected because we are in the 
resonance enhanced region o f the film. In addition, our single-beam transmission 
experiments show that the accessible two-photon excited states extend at least 4 eV 
above the ground state.
5.3.2 Discussion of the Pump - Probe Experiments
In pum p-probe experiments, PB is generally attributed to hole burning or 
depletion o f the ground state. This differential absorption, act,  is proportional to  n crg(co) 
where n is the excited population induced by the pump and crg(to) is the absorption cross 
section o f the ground state. However, if  higher energy states are accessible (a three- 
level system), the sign of A a  depends on (crc - a g) , and the amplitude o f aoc is 
proportional to n (o e - a g). Consequently, as noted earlier, the PB signal obtained at 
weak pump intensities in PDA 4BCM U films indicates that a g(1,(co) > crc(1)(co) throughout 
the entire range o f the absorption band o f the film  [5.11,5.12]. Higher pump intensities 
can not change this fact (arg(1)(co) > a e(1)(a>)) so aT would remain positive.
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Therefore a change in the sign of the PT signal im plies that additional excited 
states (at least a four-level system) must be involved. Here the sum of the excited states 
absorptions become larger than the bleaching effect o f the ground state. A significant 
additional excited state population is required and this fact necessitates the use of an 
intensive pump. Available excited states in PDAs include triplets. Triplet-triplet 
induced absorption has been observed in PDA crystals, PDA 4BCMU gel and PDA 
DCH film [5.18, 5.19,5. 21].
Properties o f triplets in PDA have been investigated by several groups [5.18, 
5.19, 5.21]. Pump-probe experiments with either blue-violet or UV pumps [5.18, 5.19, 
5.21], showed a photoinduced absorption centered at 900 nm. This was attributed to 
absorption from  T, to an upper triplet state, Tn. This absorption showed a linear 
dependence on pump intensity and a triplet exponential decay o f ps. The conclusion 
was that two triplet excitons were created by one high-energy singlet exciton in a fission 
process. The process o f triplet exciton creation can be extremely fast (less than 1 O'13 s) 
with basically no lag between excitation and rise tim e in the triplet population [5.17, 
5.19]. At lower pump energies 1.95 eV < coex < 2.15 eV, a quadratic increase in 
absorption (at 900nm) with pump intensity was observed [5.18, 5.19]. This result was 
also attributed to triplet exciton formation involving a proposed two-photon absorption 
process (~ 4 eV) [5.19] or a two-step process with structure change [18].
Our investigated experimental range was also 1.95 eV < coC!C < 2.15 eV. 
However, our pulse duration was fs not ns/ps as used in previous studies [5.18, 5.19], 
In addition our pump intensity was at least one order of m agnitude higher than these 
previous studies.
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Based on previous results [5.11, 5.12, 5.18-5.21] and our single beam 
transmission experiments, we assume that the negative PT signals observed in pump- 
probe experiments, can be attributed to triplet-triplet absorption. Here a two-photon 
process, induced by a sufficiently intense pump, is responsible for triplet production via 
a fission process. Under this mechanism, the photoinduced absorption tested by the 
probe beam would be
Act te n , [ a i 'V )  -ag V > )] + T|n2 crT(co) (5"10)
where n, and n2 are the populations induced by the one and two photon absorption of 
the pum p; respectively, ri is the quantum yield for triplet production and a T(co) is the 
absorption cross section o f  the triplet. Generally, <rT(<u) > crg(1)(<n). At the low energy 
absorption edge a e{1)(<n)/ag(I)(©) ~ 0.9 [5.15]. If  rin2 is sufficiently large, the second 
term in Eq (5-10) can dominate and here, Aa would be positive. At larger absorption 
areas (shorter wavelengths) n a g(I)(co) is the dominant term in equation (5-10) and here, 
Aa would be negative.
The decay o f the photoinduced absorption signal shown in Figure 5-1 (b) 
demonstrates a fast component with x~1.5 ps, whose origin is not yet clear. It could be 
caused by: (1) vibrational cooling; (2) relaxation from  free triplet excitons to self­
trapped triplet excitons; and (3) decay from higher double-triplet states initially formed 
by the pump to lower double-triplet states.
No similar fast decay component was observed in previous studies [5.18, 5.19] 
because the time resolution was ns to several 100 ps. Similarly it was impossible for
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our ultrafast experimental configuration to measure to the nanosecond or microsecond 
time range. W e are unable to determine the decay constant o f  the tail in Figure 5-1 (b).
Because o f the complexities of the nonlinear effects and physical processes 
discussed above, other explanations are possible. A brief discussion is given here.
(1). Kobayashi and coworkers [5.22] have proposed that instead o f two-photon 
absorption, interactions between singlet excitons can create a  high-energy self-trapped 
exciton which undergoes fission to the triplet state. We do not exclude the possibility 
of this mechanism, especially at powers below ~ 4 GW/cm2.
(2) Absorption o f the probe from the two-photon state induced by pump. Under 
the influence o f an intense pump, an accessible two-photon state is populated. I f  this 
state absorbs the probe beam, in addition to probe absorption by the normal excited 
state, Aa is given by,
m. oc n. <5 - n >
where a e2(1)(co) is the absorption cross section o f the two-photon state. This mechanism 
is likely if  the excited state reached by the two-photon pump process possess a 
picosecond lifetime. A ps decay was observed in Figure 5-1 (b). This mechanism 
requires excited states to 6 ev in PDA 4BCMU film.
5.4 CONCLUSIONS
In summary, experimental investigations o f the sign o f  the transient transmission 
in PDA 4BCMU film  were reported. One beam transmission experiments and previous 
literature results indicate that the change in the sign o f the PT  signal was due to triplet
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absorption. The triplet population was created from  two-photon absorption, using 
intense fs pulses, followed by a fast fission process. Additional nonlinear processes may 
coexist with the triplet absorption.
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CHAPTER 6. FEMTOSECOND PHOTOEXCITATION DYNAMICS 
IN POLYDIACETYLENE 4BCMU FILM 
6.1 INTRODUCTION
7t-conjugated polymers have potential for use in optical nonlinear devices [6.1- 
6.3], For a useful device, such as an optical switch, third order susceptibility, a%(3) must 
approach ~ 10'7 esu with even stronger values wanted. In addition, femtosecond 
recovery times would be ideal.
Polydiacetylenes (PDA) have a large third-order optical nonlinear susceptibility 
and recovery times on the order of picoseconds [6.4, 6.5], PDA shows a typical non­
resonance a x (3) o f ~ 1 0 '10 esu with resonance values approaching 1 0 ‘8. Resonance a %<3) 
may not be useful as device heating and polymer damage may occur. PDA remains of 
interest because the ability to manipulate side groups may ultimately lead to needed 
susceptibility and recovery time.
Our recent efforts have concentrated on the pre-resonance region o f PDA 
4BCMU (4-butoxycarbonalmethylurethane). The absorption spectrum for PDA 4BCMU 
is shown in Figure 6-1. Our experimental range was 2.05-2.16eV (605-570 nm ) which 
is the low energy absorption edge o f the film. Here polym er damage is minimal, even 
at powers to 30 GW/cm2, and resonance enhancement occurs. Ultimately a practical 
device may need to operate in this pre-resonance region. Here we report, and provide 
interpretation of, the photoexcitation dynamics for PDA 4BCMU in this region.
6.2 EXPERIMENTAL
Pulses with 250 fs duration at 5 Hz and tunable from 565 nm to 610 nm  were 
obtained from  a Lambda Physik FAMP. Both one-color pum p-probe and single-beam
52
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Figure 6-1. Absorption Spectrum for PDA 4BCM U Film.
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transmission experiments w ere performed. For the single-beam experiments, pulse 
intensity was varied from 0.03 to 30 GW /cm5. For the pum p-probe experiments, the 
pump intensity was 10 GW /cm2 and the probe intensity was -5%  o f  the pump. Three 
experimental pump-probe configurations w ere used (see Figure 6-2):
1. For Fhotoinduced Dichroism (PD) measurements, the probe beam polarization 
was set either parallel to or perpendicular to the pump beam.
2. For the Optical Kerr Gate (OKG) measurements, the pump beam polarization 
was set 45° to the probe, and the probe beam passed an optical isolator 
consisting o f two crossed polarizers. Extinction can reach 1 O'5.
3. For the Photoinduced Transmission (PT) measurements, the pump polarization 
was set perpendicular to  the probe.
The transient transmission signal o f the probe was measured as a function o f delay time 
o f the probe. For all experiments, the signal collected by the detector was stretched, then 
digitalized and averaged by an HP 5451 OB oscilloscope.
A large area PDA 4BCM U film  o f thickness 1.1 microns was prepared by spin 
casting from solution onto a glass substrate. The film was determined to be 
macroscopically isotropic by testing the probe transmission without the pump.
6.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
6.3.1 Photoinduced Transmission (PT) and Single-Beam Transmittance Measurements
In pre-resonance or resonance pump-probe PT measurements, the pump interacts 
with electrons in the polymer and creates free excitons. The probe beam  monitors the 
self-trapping and recombination processes o f these excitons.














Figure 6-2 Pump-Probe Experimental Configuration.
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For PDA 4BCMU we observed the unusual result o f a sign change in the 
photoinduced transmission (PT) signal. PT signals w ere negative (AT < 0) at 2.05 eV 
(605 nm) < <dcx < 2.16 eV (574 nm ), and positive (AT > 0) at co^ > 2 .1 6  eV. Figure 6-3 
(a) and (b) shows two typical transient transmission spectra o f the PDA 4BCMU film 
taken at excitations o f 2.16 eV and 2.08 eV. Figure 6-3(a) shows a transient 
photoinduced bleaching (PB) spectrum while Figure 6-3(b) shows a transient 
photoinduced absorption (PA) spectrum. This PA result differs from  previous studies 
[6.6, 6.7] where only positive signals were observed throughout the low energy 
absorption edge o f the film. The negative PT signal is a previously unreported feature 
of PDA 4BCM U film.
The PB ( aT >  0 )  results in Figure 3a are straight forw ard to explain. In the 
presence o f an accessible excited state, the transient PT signal depends on ne(a c<1) - crg(I)) 
where n e is the population in the excited state induced by the pump beam, and ctc(1) and 
CTg(1) are the respective absorption cross sections o f the excited and ground states. The 
superscript (1) on the cross sections indicates these are single photon absorption 
processes. The PB signal observed here and by other groups [6.6, 6.7] means that a g(l) 
> a e(1) in PDA 4BCMU films. Figure 6-3(a) also shows the free electron to exciton 
process occurs within ~ 5 0 0  fs and the exciton recombination process is > 5ps. The 
recombination process can be modeled by a single exponential decay with a time 
constant o f ~ 1.5 picoseconds. This time constant agrees with the literature (Refs. 8-10) .
It should be noted that previous pump-probe experiments [6.6, 6.7] were done 
at pump intensities <0.1 GW/cm2, whereas a higher pump intensity o f -10  GW/cm2 was
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Figure 6-3 Transient PT Spectra (a) 570 nm (PB) and (b) 596 nm (PA).
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used for our pump-probe measurements. However, it is im portant to remember that at 
the absorption edge, crg(I) > a c(1> for PDA 4BCMU film  [6.6, 6.7], Higher laser intensity 
cannot change the fact that a g(1) > a e(1).
Therefore the change in the sign o f the PT signal (Figure 6-3(b)) implies that 
additional excited states (at least a four-level system) must be involved. Here the sum 
o f the excited states absorptions become larger than the bleaching effect of the ground 
state. A significant excited state population is required and this fact requires the use of 
an intensive pump. Available excited states in PDAs include triplets. Triplet-triplet 
induced absorption has been observed in PDA-PTS crystals, PDA 4BCMU gel and PDA 
DCH film  [6. 11-6.13].
To help explain the observed transient photoinduced absorption spectrum, the 
transmittance o f a single beam as a function o f the beam  intensity was measured. The 
results are shown in Figure 6-4. When the intensity o f  the incident beam was below 0.1 
GW/cm2, the transmission was about 10%, the transmission gradually increased to 18% 
with increasing incident intensity to 4 GW/cm2. Significantly the  transmittance began 
to decrease markedly when the single-beam intensity exceeded 4 GW/cm2. At a beam 
intensity o f 30 GW/cm2, transmission had decreased to about 13%. Since a high 
intensity beam was applied to the sample, we paid great attention to the problem of 
optical damage. For each high fluency measurement, low fluency data were taken and 
compared with initial data. Repeatable low fluency data ensured that the sample had 
not degraded. The decrease in the transmission of the film , at high laser intensity, is a
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Figure 6-4 Single Beam Transmission Spectrum at 596 nm.
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second new finding. Figure 6-4 shows that at least three process, a linear process at low 
intensity (below 0.1 GW/cm2) and two nonlinear processes at higher intensities are 
involved.
At low incident beam intensity (below 0.1 GW/cm2),
a  ~ N ag1} (6-1)
As the incident beam intensity increased (0.1 GW/cm2 to 4 GW /cm2), saturated 
absorption occurs with the corresponding depletion of the ground state. Because crg(1) 
> cre(1), transmittance increases monotonically to a c(1) N (not 100%) with increasing 
intensity. Here
a  -  (N + n e <£> < « )
At pump intensities below 4 GW/cm2, PB signals would be expected in a corresponding 
pum p-probe experiment.
The decrease in single-beam transmittance o f the PDA film  at higher laser 
intensity (> 4GW /cm2 in Figure 4) implies additional, nonlinear processes, are involved. 
Excited state absorption (ESA) and two-photon absorption (TPA) are possibilities and 
here a  would be expressed as,
a  -  (N - n c) a™ + n e a !0 +1 (N - n c) a™ (6‘3)
where I is the laser intensity. Equation 6-1 6-2 and 6-3 can be combined [6.14] and 
plotted against the experimental data as shown in Figure 6-4. The curve in Figure 6-4 
uses a ratio o f cre(l)/a g(1) of 0.9 [6.8] and a regressed value of the TPA cross section, a g<2), 
o f -6000 GW/cm2. This later value is comparable to the 4500 GW/cm2 [6.15] reported
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in the transparent region of the film. Our higher value is expected because we are in 
the resonance enhanced region o f the film.
It should be noted that TPA and ESA originate from  different distinct 
mechanisms. TPA is the instantaneous transition from  the ground state to an excited 
state with the same symmetry. ESA is two-step process in which the photons in the rear 
part o f  the pulse are absorbed by the excited state created by the front part o f the pulse.
W ith this discussion w e can now explain the PA results shown in Figure 6-3(b). 
Based on previous results [6.6,6.7,6.11-6.13,6.15] and our single beam transmission 
experiments, we assume that the negative PT signals observed in pump-probe 
experiments, can be attributed to triplet-triplet absorption. The -  10 GW/cm2 power of 
our pump induces an excited singlet state. Here nonlinear phenomenon including ESA 
and TPA are involved. A triplet state is generated via fission from this excited singlet 
state. This rapid fission process (t < 100 fs) [6.12,6.16] forms two triplet excitons. The 
triplet population would be proportional to pump intensity and these triplets would be 
expected to absorb strongly the probe beam  in a triplet-triplet transition. When the 
num ber o f "created" triplets is large enough, triplet absorption would overwhelm the 
observed PT signal.
Under this mechanism, the photoinduced absorption tested by the probe beam 
would be
A a ocn [a ^ co ) -  a ^ c o )]  + tin 2 a T(co) (6_4)
where nc and n2 are the populations induced by the one and two photon absorptions of 
the pump, respectively. t| is the quantum yield for triplet production and a T(co) is the
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absorption cross section o f the triplet. Generally, ctt( co)  > a g0,(co), and at the low energy 
absorption edge o f the film , a e(l)(to)/ag(1)(co) -  0.9 [6.8], Therefore, if  t |n 2 is sufficiently 
large, the second term in Equation 6-4 can dominate and here, acc would be positive. 
At larger absorption areas (shorter wavelengths) ncrg(1)(co) is the dominant term in 
equation (2) and here, acc would be negative (PB).
6.3.2 Photoinduced Dichroism (PD) Measurements
PDA is a one-dimensional conjugated polymer. When spin-cast the polymer 
remains one-dimensional, and its orientation is random. As noted earlier our spin cast 
PDA samples were optically isotropic. Photoinduced dichroism begins with absorption 
o f the pump pulse by the sample. The orientation o f the polym er remains isotropic 
however under the influence of the intense pump, absorption can become temporarily 
anisotropic. A weak probe pulse can be used to measure the  magnitude and time 
response o f this anisotropy. This is accomplished with the probe pulse polarization 
parallel to and perpendicular to the pump polarization.
Figure 6-5 shows the transient PD signal o f  the PDA film taken at an 
excitation o f 2.12 eV (585 nm). The feature, acc,  ^  acXj_, was observed. The maximum 
dichroism ratio, p = Aax/A a#, is «  0.44 at t ~ 0. W e tested different areas of the film 
and found that the maximum dichroism ratio varied from 0.4 to  0.7. Similar results 
were observed throughout our experimental range (570-605 nm).
The dichroism ratio decreased with delay tim e because a o ,  rapidly approached 
aocx . Although the PD signals ( acc# or ActjJ persisted for more than 5 ps, polarization 
memory was lost after 1.5 ps. Here the polarization memory, P(t), is defined as P(t) =
( ACX/-ACCjJ^Aoc/t-AOtjJ and P(t) is plotted as an insert in Figure 6-5.
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Time Delay ( ps )
Figure 6-5 Transient Photoinduced Dichroism Spectra for PDA 4BCMU.
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Figure 6-6 allows a simplified discussion o f the PD experiment and results. 
Figure 6-6 shows that a larger population of excitons is created in the polym er chains 
parallel to the pump polarization, as compared to those perpendicular to the pump. 
Absorption in the polym er chains parallel to the pump polarization is m ore effective 
than that in chains perpendicular to the polarization. The probe beam will sample these 
populations, with the result at short times, a ,  > a ± (in Figure 6-5). For simplicity we 
have indicated a single exciton diffusing along the polymer chain. W hen this exciton 
rotates 45°, the parallel and peipendicular probe responses will be identical (the 
curves in Figure 6-5 will merge) and polarization memory will b e  lost.
Figure 6-5 shows after about 1.5 ps polarization memory is lost. The migration 
diffusion constant, D, can be estimated as,
D = R2/4t (6' 5>
where R2 is the mean square displacement of a photocarrier in tim e t. The value o f R 
can be estimated by Raman scattering data which are connected to the conjugation 
length in PDA films [6.17]. W e found that a chain length o f about 48 A is in resonance 
with 585 nm  excitation. Referring again to Figure 6-6, this 48 A is the approximate 
length of the polymer chain before a defect (rotation) occurs. Substituting R=48 A and 
t=0.6 ps into Equation (6-5), the diffusion constant in the film can be estimated as ~ 0.1 
cm2/s. Polarization memory loss shows an exponential decay constant o f 0.6 ps, and 
this time constant can be used as the representative diffusion time. Since chains longer 
than 48 A can also absorb light at 585 nm , the value o f D -  0.1 cm2/s calculated here, 
can be considered a minimum value for the film.




pump |  probe
Figure 6-6 Absorption in Polymer Chains (||) and (±) to Pump Polarization.
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6.3.3 Optical Kerr Gate (OKG) Measurements
PT measurements can be used to obtain estimates of the third-order susceptibility, 
a x (3). However, OKG measurements often provided an easier means to obtain this 
quantity.
The temporal transmission o f the PDA 4BCMU film using the optical Kerr gate 
(OKG) configuration is given in Figure 6-7. The peak transmission was about 3.3% at 
an excitation o f 585 nm  and the transmission signal was lost after 1.2 ps. The decay 
tim e constant was about 0.6 ps.
It is important to note that the OKG transmission signal is lost after 1.2 ps, 
which is nearly identical to the polarization memory loss observed in the PD 
experiments. The recombination of the excitons is longer than 5 ps, so the OKG 
measurement is not observing exciton recombination. The OKG measurements confirm 
the polarization memory interpretation o f the PD experiments.
In order to estimate the susceptibility, a x <3),  the nonlinear index o f refraction, n 2, 
in the film was first determined. Here the polarization spectrum fo r CS2 was measured 
(by the OKG technique) and used as a standard (n2 = 2 x 10'11 esu). Under identical 
experimental conditions, n2 in the PDA film  can be estimated as,
n 2 (PDA) = n2 (CS2)
N
t pda(0) M Ip(CS2)TCSl(0) kL PDA, [lp(PDA)J (6-6)
where T is the measured maximum transmittance (at time = 0), L is the length of the 
sample and Ip is the pump intensity.







Time Delay ( p s )
- 0.5
Figure 6-7 Optical Kerr Gate Transmission for PDA 4BCMU at 585nm.
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The OKG measurements in the PDA 4BCMU film  were perform ed at excitation 
wavelengths from  576 to 605 nm. The value of n2 at 576 nm  was 1 X 10'8 esu and n2 
gradually decreased with decreasing photon energy. The value o f n 2 was 5.0 x 10'9 esu 
at 605 nm.
The n2 measured from  the OKG technique can be related to  a%<3) b y
Ax(3) = n2 n0/127t (6-7)
where n 0 is the linear index o f  refraction o f the film. Equation (6-7) is used to allow 
comparison o f the a%(3) values measured here, and those determined from  transient four- 
wave mixing or transient grating experiments. Over our experimental range o f 576 nm 
to 605 nm the values o f a x (3) ranged from  6 x 10'10 esu to  3 x 10'10 esu. W e do note that 
because our OKG measurements were taken in the pre-resonance region of the film, the 
OKG signal may be attributed to photoinduced dichroism or photoinduced birefringence 
or both. However the strong agreement between the PD memory loss and OKG signal 
indicates that the birefringence component is small.
6.4 SUMMARY
Transient PD and OKG signals were observed throughout our experimental 
range. The rapid loss o f polarization memory (1.5 ps PD, 1.2 ps OKG) lead to an 
estimation o f the diffusion constant, D > 0.1 cm2/s. The nonlinear refractive index, n2 
~ 1 x 1 0 '8 esu, and third-order susceptibility, a x (3) ~  6  x  1 0 "10 esu, were also determined. 
At the low energy edge o f the absorption band in the PDA 4BCM U film, a change in 
the sign o f PT signals was observed. A possible explanation o f singlet creation from 
an intense pump leading to fission and triplet-triplet probe absorption was proposed.
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CHAPTER 7. FEMTOSECOND PHOTOINDUCED BIREFRINGENCE IN VAPOR, 
LIQUID AND SUPERCRITICAL CARBON DIOXIDE
7.1 INTRODUCTION
Supercritical and near-critical fluids have received attention in the literature as 
solvents for separations [7.1], and reactions [7.2], Carbon dioxide is often used because 
it is inexpensive, environmentally benign and it has easily reached critical conditions. 
Advantage is often taken o f the large changes in bulk properties (e.g. density and 
viscosity) that are possible, with relatively small changes in temperature or pressure, 
when the solvent is at near-critical conditions. Understanding supercritical fluids 
requires knowledge o f molecular-level interactions.
This work reports molecular reorientation times for pure carbon dioxide, in the 
vapor, liquid and supercritical states, using the Optical Kerr Gate (OKG) technique with 
femtosecond resolution. Nonresonant OKG experiments can be used to determine 
molecular interactions o f pure liquids and gases [7.3-7.7] as well as solutes in 
solute/solvent systems [7.8]. OKG experiments also allow determination of the 
nonlinear refractive index resulting from  photoinduced birefringence, which can be 
related to the optical Kerr constant. Comparison is made to reported optical Kerr 
constants for vapor phase carbon dioxide [7.9].
In the absence o f an electric field, molecules are random and the index of 
refraction is isotropic. The application o f a plane-polarized optical field can induce a 
dipole moment in the direction of the field. Partial alignment o f the molecules occurs 
through the torque generated between the light field and the induced dipole moment.
70
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This induced orientational anisotropy leads to a different refractive index parallel to and 
perpendicular to the light-polarization direction i.e., a birefringence. The photoinduced 
birefringence or optical Kerr effect (OKE) is given by,
where I is the light intensity and n2B is the nonlinear index of refraction resulting from 
photoinduced birefringence. The value of n2B is proportional to the third-order 
susceptibility, Ax(3).
After application o f the light pulse, the induced alignment o f the molecules will 
randomize giving a measure of relaxation processes o f the molecules. The relaxation 
processes can be monitored by use o f a second weaker laser pulse. When this weaker 
light, o f  wavelength X, propagates the photoinduced birefringence medium, the 
corresponding differential phase retardation, a <£, is given by,
where L is the sample length.
When the medium is placed between two crossed polarizers, the configuration 
is term ed an OKG. Here, transmittance, T, of the weaker probe beam varies with delay 
t ' according to
(7 -1 )
(7 -2 )
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T (t')  ~ J Ip (t — t /) sin2 |  ^  j dt (7-3)
Here Ip is the probe beam intensity. The transmission o f the probe is proportional to the 
square o f n2B.
Discussions o f the optical Kerr response in liquids and solids are available [7.10- 
7.14], Five distinctly different mechanisms are attributed to OKEs. These are: (a) an 
instantaneous response attributed to a purely electronic hyperpolarizability (electron 
"cloud" distortion). In practical terms this response would follow the temporal response 
of the pump pulse. Noninstantaneous responses include, (b) molecular librational motion 
or rocking o f a molecule within the solvent cage (x < 170 fs). Component (c) is an 
intfa-molecular vibrational contribution which can be observed as oscillations in the 
transient signal. At longer times (x ~ 300-600 fs), (d) density fluctuations in solvent 
clusters, caused by translational motion, are correlated with intermolecular "interaction- 
induced" (I-I) polarizability changes. For example, the Kerr response of liquid Xe 
(measured using 150 fs laser pulses [7.15]) contains a noninstantaneous component with 
x ~ 450 fs which can only be attributed to a local translational anisotropy. Xe deviation 
from the average equilibrium intemuclear separation results in a transient distortion of 
the atomic polarizability. Finally, (e) there is a slow response (x generally > ~1 ps in 
organic solvents) that is commonly identified with rotational relaxation o f the molecules. 
When these noninstantaneous responses occur on separable time scales, the observed or 
effective An(t) can be expressed as a linear superposition o f the independent 
contributions.
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7.2 EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 7-1 and is very similar to that used 
in a conventional pump-probe experiment. In Figure 7-1, the sample is in a stainless 
steel cell, with two quartz windows which was placed between two crossed polarizer. 
Anaerobic grade C 0 2 (99.99+%) was introduced to the sample cell and brought to the 
desired pressure by use of a Ruska pump. The pressure in the cell was varied from 500 
to 3000 psi (± 5 psi) at two temperatures, 22 and 35° C (± 0.5° C). Pulses with 250 
fs duration at 2 H z and 580 nm  were obtained from a Lambda Physik FAMP. A one- 
color pum p-probe technique was used with the pump intensity -1 0  pj/pulse and the 
probe intensity -5%  of the pump. The pump beam was delayed mechanically. As 
indicated in Figure 7-1, the probe beam was passed through a polarization rotator (not 
shown) to set its polarization at 45°, with respect to that o f the pump. For OKG 
measurements the second polarizer is set perpendicular to  the incoming probe. Without 
the pump pulse, the extinction of the crossed polarizers can reach 10"5.
The signal collected by the detector was stretched, then digitalized and averaged 
by an HP 54510B oscilloscope. The transient transmission intensity o f the probe was 
measured as a function of delay time o f the pump. To improve signal/noise, at least 100 
shots were taken and averaged for each reported experimental data point. To check the 
operation o f the OKG system, the transient response o f CS2 was measured. Both a -350 
fs fast component and a slow picosecond component were observed in agreement with 
the literature [7.16,7.17],













Figure 7-1 Schematic for Optical Kerr Gate Measurement.
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7.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
7.3.1 OKE Transient Response
Figure 7-2a shows the OKE transient response o f vapor-phase C 0 2 at 500 psi and 
22° C. Figure 7-2b shows the response for saturated-vapor phase C 0 2 at 900 psi and 
22° C. The exponential decay tim e constants are 0.28 and 0.48 ps, respectively. At 
22°C and 500 psi, C 0 2 is in a gaseous state with a density o f 0.078 g/cm3. At 22° C 
and 900 psi, we experimentally observed that the COz was two phases, a saturated vapor 
and a saturated liquid phase. OKG experiments on the saturated vapor (density -0.22 
g/cm3) were performed. Unfortunately, dispersion was too large to allow OKG 
experiments on the saturated liquid phase. Experiments were also performed on liquid- 
phase C 0 2 at 22°C from  1500 psi (density ~0.85g/cm3) to 3000 psi (density ~0.93g/cm3). 
These liquid phase experiments all showed a decay time constant o f -0.50 ps.
Measurement o f the relaxation process for supercritical C 0 2 (Tc = 31,3°C and Pc 
= 1071 psi) a t3 5 °C  and pressures > 1100 psi were performed. Here the relaxation time 
increased linearly from 420 fs to 470 fs as C 0 2 changed from a gas-like state (1100 psi, 
density -0 .29 g/cm3) to a liquid-like state (1700 psi, density -0.76 g/cm3). Above 1700 
psi, the relaxation time remained constant at about 470 fs.
Interpretation o f vapor, liquid, and SCF phase data in terms o f the five OKE 
mechanisms discussed above is possible. Because our experimental pulse duration is 
250 fs, instantaneous (a) and librational effects (b) cannot be separated. C 0 2, like CS2
[7.11], has a lack o f low-frequency intramolecular modes so (c) contributions should be 
small. Also at all experimental conditions tested, the estimated rotational relaxation





1.40.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
Delay Time ( ps )
Figure 7-2 OKE Signal at 22°C for (a) Vapor Phase C 0 2 at 500 psi and (b) Saturated 
Vapor Phase C 0 2at 900 psi.
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tim e o f carbon dioxide (contribution (e)) will b e  faster than 200 fs [7.18],
C O .^ C O ,
*1 c s ,1 cs,
 X (7-4)
'.CO, „  v  ' l r.CS,
'  r»c
Here x, is the rotational correlation time, t | is the bulk viscosity, and V is the volume 
o f the rotating species. These times are in agreement w ith the molecular dynamics 
simulations o f Geiger and Ladanyi [7.19], For compressed C 0 2 they [7.19] showed that 
the pure rotational orientation component had ~200 fs decay time constant. Therefore 
any OKE signals can only be interpreted in terms o f combined (a), (b) and (e) < 250 
fs effects or (d) effects. For all our experimental measurements, a single exponential 
decay accurately represented the data.
The temporal response of 280 fs obtained for vapor-phase C 0 2 at 500 psi and 
22°C (Figure 7-2a) is very close to the experimental pulse duration. This instantaneous 
response implies that electronic (a) and possibly rotational mechanisms (e) dominate the 
OKE in vapor phase C 0 2. Here librational and intermolecular interactions (b and d) can 
be neglected because the concentration o f C 0 2 molecules is quite low.
Relaxation times increase from  280 to 480 fs as C 0 2 becomes a saturated vapor. 
This increase may be attributed to an increasing I-I (d) effect; a contribution from 
librational motion (b) to the OKE is not expected to be significant in the gas phase. 
Translational anisotropy (d) could result from  increased collisions and/or induced dipole 
interactions between neighboring molecules [7.20, 7.21]. The mean distance between 
individual C 0 2 molecules at saturated vapor conditions is ~1 A [7.9] and binary 
collisions are on the order o f 10'13 s.
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A 500 fs time response was observed in liquid C 0 2 over a  pressure range from 
1500 to 3000 psi. In the liquid state the C 0 2 molecules have typical mean distances of 
0.075 A. Only a slight response time dependence on pressure was found in the 
experiments with supercritical C 0 2. This implies that I-I effects (d) become saturated 
at higher densities.
7.3.2 Nonlinear Index of Refraction
In their review article, Tyson and Jennings [7.22] no te conventional OKE 
measurements (typically measured with pulses > Ins) produce an optical Kerr constant, 
B0, which gives insight into third-order optical nonlinear response. Picosecond and 
femtosecond measurements are attributed to investigations o f the origins and kinetics of 
molecular reorientation processes. This statement requires clarification. As shown 
below (eqs. 7-5 to 7-7) ultrafast measurements o f simple fluids (ie. those showing a 
lack of complex formation) should directly yield the same optical Kerr constant as found 
by "conventional" experiments plus the time response for optical switching is directly 
measured.
Using ultrafast pulses the magnitude of the nonlinear index of refraction, n2B, can 
be measured and n2B (esu) is given by,
(7-5)
n.2B
The optical Kerr constant, B„ (V"2m), is defined as,
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B„ = (7-6)
Noting that xffn = x im  + Xmi + Xm2 ’ 311(1 accounting for units, the following 




where e0 is the permittivity o f free space.
In order to estimate the nonlinear index o f refraction o f  vapor, liquid and 
supercritical C 0 2, the femtosecond OKE for CS2 at STP was first measured. Then using 
the n2B o f CS2 as a standard (n2B = 2x10 '" esu) [7.3], the values o f the n2B for C 0 2 were 
determined by,
n2B (C 0 2) = n 2B (CS2)
H o mo o ( l  1 Ip (CS2)
Tcs, (0) ^co,V. [ip (co2)J
(7-8)
where T  is measured maximum transmittance (at t=0), L is the length o f the cell and Ip 
is the pump intensity. These results are plotted in Figures 7-3 and 7-4.
Figure 7-3 shows n2B for vapor phase C 0 2 as a function o f  pressure at 22° C. 
Above 1200 psi, liquid state C 0 2 showed a constant n2B value ~ 2.6 x 10"12 esu. Figure 
7-4 shows n2B for supercritical C 0 2 as a function o f pressure at 35° C. Although not 
plotted, n2B increases linearly with increasing density from gas-like (1100 psi, 
p~0.29g/cc) to liquid-like (2500 psi, p~0.84g/cc) densities. W e also found that the 
threshold for a spectral supercontinuum (generated by femtosecond laser pulses) was 
reduced with increasing pressure above ~2500 psi.
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Figure 7-3 n2B as a Function o f  Pressure for C 0 2 at 22°C. ( • )  This work,
(*) Blaszczak and Gauden[7.9].
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Figure 7-4 n2B as a Function o f  Pressure for C 0 2 at 35°C. ( • )  This work, 
(*) Blaszczak and Gauden[7.9].
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It is possible to convert the B„ values reported by Blaszczak and Gauden [7.9] 
for vapor phase carbon dioxide to n2B values using equation (7-7). These data are also 
plotted in Figures 7-3 and 7-4. The good agreement in the data from  the two widely 
different tim e scales (ns and fs) indicates that carbon dioxide association in the vapor 
phase is weak.
In summary, we have reported the first direct femtosecond time-domain 
observation o f the OKE in vapor, liquid and supercritical C 0 2. TTie relaxation times 
measured for vapor, liquid and supercritical C 0 2 were all in the subpicosecond range. 
Various mechanisms possibly involved in the observed ultrafast OKE response were 
discussed with response times > -250 fs attributed to intermolecular "interaction- 
induced" effects. The nonlinear index of refraction, n2B, o f C 0 2 was also reported. The 
agreement between fs and ns n 2B measurements was attributed to a lack of association 
of carbon dioxide molecules when in the vapor state.
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CHAPTER 8. SOLVENT EFFECTS ON THE ISOMERIZATION OF
DODO IN THE GROUND STATE
8.1 INTRODUCTION
The simplest way to try to understand solvent effects on solution phase kinetics 
is to begin with the study o f isomerization reactions. Over the last decade or more there 
has been considerable experimental and theoretical work on the dynamics of 
isomerization in solution, in both the ground and excited states[8.1]. For aromatic 
systems where large amplitude motion o f  bulky groups are involved, the rates of these 
processes will be highly dependent on frictional forces due to solvent molecules.
The most significant theoretical endeavor, for isomerization reactions, has been 
explaining the experimental dependence o f the rate constant on solvent viscosity. The 
most frequently applied hydrodynamic model, which assumes that the frictional forces 
due to solvent molecules are proportional to the viscosity o f the solvent, was developed 
by Kramers[8.2]. Kramers predicted that there are two distinguishable regimes for the 
rate constant, the energy activation region and the moderate to large friction region. 
These regions are depicted in Figure 8-1. The energy activation region occurs at low 
viscosity. Here the controlling (slow) step is the activation and deactivation o f  the solute 
molecule which is proportional to solvent friction or collision frequency. In this region, 
the rate constant increases with increasing viscosity. In the m oderate to large friction 
region, which occurs at higher viscosity, the solvent collisions with reacting molecules 
impede the reaction. Here a reduction o f  the rate constant with increasing viscosity is 
observed. The transformation between these regions (energy activation and moderate 
to large friction ) is called the Kramers turnover. In this turnover region a maximum
84































MODERATE TO LARGE 
FRICTION REGION
Log[ Viscosity ]
Figure 8-1 (a) Plot o f Isomerization Rate Versus Viscosity . (b) the log-log Plot o f 
of the Isomerization Rate Versus the Viscosity, Adopted from Ref[8.20],
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is expected to exist if  the rate constant is plotted against solvent viscosity. Analytic 
expressions for viscosity-dependent rate constants (at low and at intermediate to high 
friction region) were derived by Kramers[8.2]. Kramers did not specifically address 
an equation for the turnover region.
Experimental observations of the Kramers turnover are rare[8.3]. The main 
experimental difficulty in the energy activation and Kramers turnover regions is 
obtaining a solution with both low viscosity and measurable solute concentration. Low 
viscosity, i.e. viscosity approaching gas-like values, can prevent even trace loading of 
the aromatic solute molecules typically used in isomerization experiments.
Generally to produce Figure 8-1, isomerization rates are measured using a single 
solvent with pressure modulated viscosity or a holmologous series of solvents with 
different viscosities. A requirement in Kramers original development is that solute- 
solvent interactions remain constant. However, solvent-solute interactions will not remain 
constant i f  a solvent series is used. Pressure modulation, with a single solvent, requires 
large changes in pressure (typically 50,000 psi or more), which can change solvent- 
solute interaction.
A supercritical fluid offers the possibility o f large viscosity change with only 
modest pressure change. A supercritical fluid is a fluid at temperatures and pressures 
above its critical values. In vicinity of the critical point, small changes in pressure , at 
constant temperature, allow a continuous change in solvent bulk viscosity, from near-gas 
to near-liquid viscosity. For example, at 26°C a pressure change from 900psi to 4000psi 
will change the viscosity of C 0 2 from 0.02cP to 0.1 lcP.
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W e want to take advantage o f supercritical and near critical fluids as solvents 
to obtain a range o f viscosities, especially in the "low" viscosity region. Supercritical 
fluids can be good solvents and they posses low viscosity near room  temperature. To 
obtain sim ilar viscosities in a hydrocarbon solvent would require the use of high 
temperatures. High temperatures tend to drastically alter the potential energy surface of 
the isomerization, which can make Kramers theory impossible to apply. Also the large 
organic melecules used in isomerization studies may degrade at high temperature. An 
important aspect o f this work is the use o f supercritical and near critical solvents to 
obtain solution o f  needed aromatic concentrations at low  viscosity and low temperature 
(i.e. near room temperature).
DODCI has been studied extensively as a molecule which undergoes ground state 
isomerization on a slow ps-ms time scale. Less studied is DODCI isomerization in the 
excited state which occurs on a picosecond time scale. DODCI is a good system for 
study because the same molecule undergoes two distinct isomerizations at widely 
different rates. DODCI excited state isomerization results are reported in Chapter 9. The 
ground state isomerization o f DODCI is a good choice for study because its high 
internal energy barrier to ground state isomerization (13.7kcal/mol) should result in a 
relatively slow isomerization rate; this may help in the experimental observation of a 
Kramers turnover.
Kramers turnover for DODCI has not been reported because of the difficulty in 
finding a solvent which has low viscosity yet can still dissolve DODCI. We found a 
near critical m ixture of n-propanol and carbon dioxide can be used as such a solvent
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system. DODCI will not dissolve into pure carbon dioxide but will dissolve in mixtures 
of carbon dioxide and n-propanol. When DODCI dissolves into this mixture the 
concentration o f propanol in the vicinity o f DODCI (the coordination shell) may be 
higher than propanol concentration in the bulk solution. However by varying the C 0 2 
concentration and pressure, a wide range o f bulk viscosities (range 0.10-2.9cp) can be 
obtained over a pressure range o f 900-4000psia and near room temperature (26°C).
In the following sections, an overview of Kramers theory is given (Section 8.2) 
and its application to DODCI is discussed (Section 8.3). The experimental setup is 
detailed in Section 8.4 and results and discussion are given in Section 8.5.
8.2 KRAMERS THEORY
Kramers theory is one o f the most illuminating approaches to predicting and 
interpreting rates of chemical reaction in solution. Kramers treatment[8.2] models the 
one-dimensional escape o f a particle(mass M) over a potential barrier. The starting 
point is the Langevin equation,
M a = F(Q,t) + R(t) - y  M v(t) (8-1)
where: Q = the position o f the particle, in our case the reaction coordinate of the solute 
a = d 2Q/d2t , acceleration o f the solute, HO  =velocity 
*■«?,*)= inter and intra solute interactions, from  the potential 
R(t) = random forces due to the effects o f solute-solvent interactions & solvent 
- solvent interactions
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Y Af v(f)= dynamical friction, this term accounts for solute-solvent 
interactions resulting from  solute motion.
If  we know the potential surface V(Q), the Langevin equation becomes,
M a = -  ) + R(t) -  y M v(t) (8-2)
dQ
MODERATE TO LARGE FRICTION
To find the mean tim e o f escape out o f the well, Kramers solved the equivalent 
Fokker-Planck equation with additional assumptions. In the m oderate to large friction 
region, the height of the potential barrier was taken to be large compared to the energy 
of thermal motion kBT. This implies few escapes as a function of time and these 
escapes should be fairly constant (steady-state solution) . The well about Q=q0 (see 
Figure 8-2) was taken to be in thermal equilibrium which allows the assumption o f a 
Boltzmann population and velocity distribution. The potential near the bottom and top 
is harmonic. A particle initially caught at q„ will have a mean tim e of escape over the 
barrier at q3  of
(0 /  -V4 -  E0
( 1  + ( 2 © B' tv ) ) -  1 exp A
47CC0bTv RT
where (o0 and are the frequencies (curvatures) o f the bottom (q=q0) and top of the
well, tv= ^effec tive  mass)/y is called the velocity relaxation time, and EA is the barrier 
height. If  y is » c o B , the well known Smoluchowski diffusion (or large friction)















Figure 8-2 Schematic Diagram o f the Potential Surface. Q is the Position 
o f the Traped Particle (or Isomerization Reaction Coordinate).
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equation results, and if  we allow y -»0  in eq (8-4), the same result as transition state 
theory is obtained,
co




Kramers also considered the case when y is small. Here the thermal relaxation 
in the well is no t fast relative to the mean time for escape and the assumption o f the 







Equation (8-5) is termed the low friction or energy activation solution.
MODELING THE FRICTION, v
At this point, the remaining problem  is how to model the friction y. The simplest 
approach is to assume that the Debye-Stokes-Einstein relation holds, that is y°cq. This 








where A and B are constants which are related to co0, coB and t v by A=(otl2n and B/r) 
=2cdbTv . A more reasonable approach for modeling the friction is to assume that the 
friction, y, is proportional to the friction for rotation, yrot[8.4]. The rotational friction
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Applying equation (8-7) to equation (8-3) gives the Kramers-Hubbard expression [8.4]
k = ^ [ ( l  + (C/Trot) ^ - l ]  exp
where A and C are constants which are related to ©„, coB. The Kramers-Hubbard 
relation can give a better fit to the experimental data than the hydrodynamic Kramers 
expression, however solute rotational correlation data is required.
FITTING KRAMERS EXPRESSION
Fitting Kramers expression (equation (8-6) or equation (8-8)) generally involves 
finding the best co0 and toB to match k versus viscosity data. Generally EA is found from 
temperature experiments and y is taken as the bulk viscosity or related to the solute 
rotational correlation time.
8,3 APPLICATION OF KRAMERS THEORY AND ISOMERIZATION OF DODCI
Applying Krammers theory (equations (8-6) or (8-8)) to isomerization rate data 
often has m ixed results. Equation (8-6) is excellent for 1,1 -binphthyl in alcohol solvents 
using the bulk viscosity. However this approach is not successful for diphenylbutiene 
and t-stilebene[8.4],
DODCI (3, 3'-diethyloxydicarbocyanme iodide) is widely used as a saturable 
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nm[8.6, 8.7], DODCI is well known upon photolysis to undergo isomerization from a 
coiled cis-cis conformation (N  form) to an elongated all trans form (P form)[8.1], The 
conformation o f the normal form(N) and its photoisomer (P) were first determined by 
Fleming et al.[8.7], They measured the rotational diffusion times o f both species in 
solution using picosecond fluorescence. By comparison with calculated rotational 
correlation times, they proposed that the normal N  isomer was a "coiled" cis,cis-l,5- 
conformation , whereas the P  photoisomer was an elongated all-trans-isomer.
Upon excitation, DODCI may occupy any one o f five states: the normal ground 
N state, the isomer ground P  state, the twisted T state, the excited singlet N* state and 
the excited singlet P* state(see Figure 8-3). The three-well S, potential curve and the 
two-well S„ potential curve are attributed to Rulliere[8.8],
Its isomerization dynamics have been studied in both the ground and excited 
state. Figure 8-3 shows the possible inter-conversions following absorption in the N 
form. This diagram will be useful for the following discussions.
8.3.1 THE GROUND STATE ISOMERIZAT10N(N<-P)
The relaxations from the exited states N’ —>T, T—>N and T—>P are extremely fast 
(ps timescale and will be detailed in chapter 9). The ground state isomerization (N<—P 
relaxation) is slow (ms)[8.8,8.9,8.4]. The excited state dynamics are so rapid they have 
no effect on the dynamics o f  the ground state isomerization.
DODCI ground state isomerization occurs about succeeding polyene bonds. The 
potential energy at different rotation angles is shown in figure 8-3. The potential barrier 
Ea (Figure8-3) is about 13-14 kcal/mol and EP is about 2.1-2.2 kcal/mol depending on 
the solvent. The fraction of molecules in the P state at thermal equilibrium at room 
temperature is 2.5%[8.10],




Figure 8-3 Potential Energy fo r the S0 and S, Surfaces o f DODCI Versus 
Twisting Angle
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Previous solvents used in DODCI isomerization studies range in viscosity from 
0.6cp (methanol) to 1490cp (glycerol) at STP conditions. It is generally agreed that the 
ground state isomerization rate constant o f DODCI can be fit by hydrodynamic Kramers' 
equation at low viscosity or high viscosity but not both when using constant values for 
the curvatures o f the potential surface at top and bottom(co0 and coB). The equation 
obtained at extremely high viscosity will undershoot the observed rate at low viscosities 
and vice versa[8.4]. However, the DODCI isomerization data can be fit to the 
hydrodynamic Kramers expression if  the viscosity range is not extremely large. Attempts 
to explain this "non-Kramers behavior" involves modification of terms (such as viscosity 
dependent co0 and coB) which often have little or no real physical significance. It is 
important to realize that over a fairly reasonable (e.g < 4cp) viscosity range the 
hydrodynamic Kramers expression can accurately represent the DODCI data. This 
implies that over reasonable viscosity ranges solute-solvent interactions remain fairly 
constant. W e want to take advantage of this fact. By using supercritical and near critical 
fluid systems we can study the low viscosity turn over regions for DODCI. Here the 
viscosity range o f study will be from  0.05 to 1.89cp, which is reasonably narrow. The 
interaction between the solute and solvent may remain fairly constant allowing the use 
o f Kramers model.
W e have studied carbon dioxide, propanol and mixtures o f carbon dioxide and 
propanol as solvents for DODCI. Carbon dioxide is an ideal choice because it will not 
react with DODCI and very low viscosity can be obtained at room temperature. 
Unfortunately, DODCI will not remain in solution in pure carbon dioxide(20-40oC,900-
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7000psi)[8.11], DODCI will remain in solution for propanol\C 02 mixtures with bulk 
viscosity ranging from 0.048cP to 1.899cP (900-4000psia, 26°C).
W hen a solute dissolves in a solvent, the solvent molecules in the vicinity of the 
solute may different from those in the bulk solution. Basically the solvent molecules 
may align themselves differently when they are in the first few coordination shells about 
the solute due to interactions with the solute. The solute is also affected. During the 
isomerization reaction, the properties o f the solvent in the first few  coordination shells 
are directly related to the reaction. It is this interaction or the friction felt by solute as 
it twists through the solvent which is needed in the Kramers expression. Unfortunately 
these "local" properties are usually unknown. W e do know solvent bulk properties, 
which represents the interactions between solvent molecules. The hydrodynamic 
Kramers expression, Equation (8-6) assumes the friction felt by the solute molecule as 
it twists (coordinate changes) is proportional to the bulk viscosity of the solvent. When 
the local and bulk properties are similar, good fitting is expected. If the local and bulk 
viscosity are different only the local property is important. As explained earlier, one 
improvement to equation (8-6) is to assume that the friction is proportional to the 
friction for rotation giving equation (8-8).
The rotational friction felt by DODCI molecules can be correlated to the bulk 
viscosity by ti°"[8.12]. This corellation can be used to relate the bulk viscosity to the 
rotational friction for experiments carried out in the mixtures of n-propanol and carbon 
dioxide.
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The internal activation energy for DODCI ground state isomerization is large at 
13.7 Kcal/mol. The hydrodynamic Kramers fit o f DODCI ground state isomerization rate 
data in n-alcohols also shows that the reaction is far from the Smoluchowski diffusion 
region. In other words, the reaction in n-alcohols may not be far from the Kramers 
turnover region[8.12]. The difficulty has been finding a solvent which has low viscosity 
and still dissolve DODCI. This problem can be solved by using mixtures of 
propanol/C 02.
8.4 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE OF DODCI GROUND STATE ISOMERIZATION
All experiments were carried out using the equipment shown in Figure 2-3. A 
He-Ne laser can be used to detect changes in the concentration o f  P isomer because the 
absorption cross-section spectra o f the N form (oN) and the P form(CTP) are not completely 
overlapped. The maximum absorption o f the N form occurs at about 580nm and the 
maximum absorption o f  the P form occurs at about 620nm at room temperature in 
methanol. Their absorption cross section ctn=ctp at 600 nm, ctn>gp at A.<600 nm, and 
ctn<ctp at ^>600 nm. At A.=632nm, the absorption cross section crP(corresponding to 
excitation P*<—P) is 100 times larger than ctn(N*<—N). Therefore, a He-Ne laser( 
A,=632.8nm) is an ideal choice to detect the P isomer in the ground isomerization 
reaction.
A windowed stainless-still metal cell was used for both the high pressure as well 
as ambient pressure experiments. Temperature in the cell was monitored with a 
thermocouple and two digital thermometers in combination. Temperatures control within 
±0.25 °C. The volume o f the cell is 4.7ml.
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To verify experimental set-up and procedure, laser grade DODCI was prepared 
in solutions of analytical grade methanol, ethanol, n-propanol, n-butanol and glycol. 
Low DODCI concentrations(l-3xlO‘5M ) were employed in order to avoid dimerization. 
Experiments of DODCI in pure solvents were carried out and results agreed with those 
reported in the literature. Comparison with literature values 
is given in Section 8.5 (Table 8-3).
For experiments using propanol/C 02 mixtures, the cell was first purged using 
carbon dioxide. Then DODCI-propanol solutions were added to  the cell. The cell volume 
was filled to 20% ,30%, 40%, 50% and 70% o f the maximum volume. The 
concentration o f  the DODCI-propanol solution is adjusted each time before it is 
introduce into the cell such that when the remainder o f the cell was filled with carbon 
dioxide at different pressures(900psia-3700psia) the final concentration DODCI in the 
propanol/C 02 mixture is exactly 2 .7x l0 '3M. Since some DODCI leaves solution when 
carbon dioxide is introduced into the cell, the final concentration of DODCI in the 
mixture is actually always less than 2.7xlO"3M. I f  the concentration of propanol in the 
mixture is below 20% by volume, it was experimentally observed that DODCI will not 
stay in solution.
To reduce thermal effects, the solutions were stirred using a  magnetic bar. The 
laser pump pulse diameter was approximately two times larger than the probe pulse 
diameter to avoid dye replacement within the equilibrium recovery time. In these 
experiments, the transient transmission intensity o f the probe was measured as a 
function o f delay time o f the probe (relative to the pump).
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The viscosity o f n-propanol was obtained from references[8.13, 8.14, 8.15, 8.1]. 
The viscosity o f pure carbon dioxide in Table 8-1 was obtained from [8.16], Some C 0 2 
viscosities were estimated using the Thodos et al. relations[8.17].
The Yen and W oods method[8.18] was used to calculate the density o f n- 
propanol. The density o f C 0 2was estimated using simulation software SF-SOLVER. The 
viscosity o f propanol/C 02 m ixtures was calculated using the Lobe's mixing rule[8.19]. 
Viscosities o f the five experimental n-propanol concentrations at different carbon dioxide 
pressures are listed in Table 8-1.
8.5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
8.5.1 DETERMINATION OF RATE CONSTANT
The transmition Tpr o f  the He-Ne beam was measured as a function o f delay time 
with respect to the pump pulse. Time t=0 is when the pump arrives at the sample. The 
rate constant kPN can be determined from the Tpr versus t curve. k PN requires some 
mathematical development which will be presented. Following this, experimental results 
will be detailed.
Let N, and N4 represent the concentrations of the N and P  isomers (Figure 8-3) 
respectively. The concentrations o f the isomers on the excited state can be assumed to 
be zero during the ground state isomerization because the relaxation times from  the 
excited state are much faster(ps-ns) than the ground state isomerization(N<-P) time(|is- 
ms).
W ithout excitation, the transfer rates at thermal equilibrium o f  N<—P and P<—N 
should be equal to each other and the fraction o f P isomer at thermal equilibrium is,
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900 .2118 .0204 .8021 2.079 .0479 .0697 .1007 .1472 .355
933 .2425 .0215 .8021 2.086 .0478 .0687 .0982 .1428 .345
966 .2747 .0228 .8021 2.093 .0483 .0684 .0969 .1400 .338
1000 .7168 .0620 .8021 2.100 .0967 .1215 .1550 .2039 .418
1033 .7246 .0630 .8022 2.106 .0980 .1230 .1567 .2059 .421
1066 .7394 .0638 .8022 2.113 .0989 .1240 .1577 .2069 .422
1100 .7459 .0647 .8022 2.120 .1001 .1253 .1593 .2088 .425
1133 .7623 .0656 .8022 2.127 .1012 .1264 .1604 .2098 .426
1166 .7691 .0664 .8022 2.133 .1022 .1276 .1617 .2115 .429
1200 .7756 .0672 .8022 2.140 .1033 .1288 .1631 .2131 .431
1233 .7759 .0680 .8022 2.147 .1044 .1301 .1648 .2151 .434
1266 .7814 .0688 .8023 2.154 .1055 .1314 .1662 .2168 .437
1300 .792 .0696 .8023 2.160 .1065 .1324 .1673 .2181 .439
1333 .7968 .0703 .8024 2.167 .1074 .1335 .1686 .2195 .441
1366 .8013 .0711 .8024 2.174 .1085 .1347 .1700 .2213 .444
1400 .8057 .0718 .8025 2.181 .1094 .1358 .1713 .2227 .446
1433 .8098 .0725 .8026 2.188 .1103 .1369 .1725 .2242 .448
1466 .8137 .0732 .8026 2.195 .1113 .1380 .1738 .2257 .451
1500 .8176 .0739 .8027 2.202 .1122 .1391 .1751 .2272 .453
1533 .8212 .0746 .8028 2.208 .1131 .1401 .1763 .2287 .455
1566 .8242 .0552 .8029 2.215 .1140 .1411 .1774 .2300 .457
1600 .8281 .0758 .8030 2.222 .1148 .1420 .1785 .2313 .459
1700 .8375 .0778 .8033 2.242 .1174 .1451 .1821 .2357 .466























1800 .8458 .0792 .8036 2.263 .1197 .1478 .1853 .2394 .472
1900 .8540 .0812 .8039 2.283 .1220 .1504 .1884 .2431 .478
2000 .8611 .0828 .8042 2.303 .1242 .1530 .1913 .2467 .483
2100 .8683 .0834 .8045 2.323 .1262 .1553 .1941 .2500 .489
2200 .8744 .0858 .8048 2.343 .1283 .1577 .1970 .2533 .494
2400 .8867 .0885 .8055 2.384 .1319 .1620 .2019 .2593 .504
2500 .8903 .0898 .8058 2.405 .1337 .1641 .2044 .2624 .509
2700 .8976 .0923 .8064 2.445 .1372 .1681 .2093 .2682 .519
3000 .9026 .0959 .8072 2.506 .1422 .1741 .2165 .2771 .533
3200 .9180 .0983 .8078 2.546 .1455 .1780 .2210 .2826 .543
3500 .9157 .1020 .8085 2.608 .1507 .1841 .2284 .2917 .558
3700 .9233 .1050 .8090 2.648 .1548 .1889 .2341 .2985 .569
4000 .9348 .1090 .8097 2.709 .1602 .1953 .2416 .3077 .584
(ij0 , n30, (i40, (i30 and p70 are viscosity of mixtures with propanol concentration o f 
20%, 30%, 40%, 50% and 70% by volume.




’Mh k + kPN NP
(8-9)
is about 2.5%. The fraction of the P  isomer, xp, increases slightly from pumping. 
The P isomer will relax to thermal equilibrium according to
^  = - k p Nxp + k Np( l  - x p) (8-10)
solving eq.(8-10), the relaxation can be expressed as
f(t)= = e x p [ - (k PN + kNP)t] (8-11)
x p ( ° ) " x p.u,
where xPth is the fraction o f P  isomer at thermal equilibrium (about 2.5%); xP(0) is the 
fraction o f P  isomer immediately after the arrival o f the pump beam; and xP(t) is the 
tim e variation of xP (from xP(0) to x ^ ) .  f(t) is not Tpr(t); where T pr(t) is the transmission 
change(with time) o f the probe. Tpr(t) depends on the concentrations o f N and P isomers,
ln(Tpr(t)) = - L [ a N(Xpr)N,(t) + c p(Xpr)N4(t)] (8-12)
where N ,(t) is the concentration of the N isomer and N4(t) is the concentration o f the 
P  isomer; L is the pathlength of the light beam; crN(?y) and <TP(Xpr) are the absorption 
cross sections of the N and P isomers, which are a function o f the probe 
wavelength(A,pr). Equation (8-12) can be written as,
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ln(Tpr( t»  = -  N 0L + [ap(Xv!) -  a N(Xpr)]xp(t)} (8-13)
where N 0=N,(t)+N4(t) is a constant in a given solution. Having measured the transmition 
Tpr(t), the m ole fraction o f  P  is given by
xP(t)
N4(t) _ q N(Xpr) + ln(Tpr(t))/N„L (g_M)
N0 ° N(^pt) - ® p ( \ r)
substituting eq.(8-14) into e q .(8 -ll)
f(t) = e x p [-(k  +k )t] = tn(TprUl) ln[Tpr(t)] (8-15)
W ln(Tp, J  - ln [T pr(0)]
where TPrth is the transmission o f P  isomer at thermal equilibrium; TPr(0) is the 
transmission o f P isomer immediately after the arrival o f the pum p beam; Tpr(t) is the 
transmission change (with time) of the probe. Because kpN » kNP , kPN can be estimated 
from the experimental transmition curve of the weak probe laser.
Using ln(l+x)=x as x—>0 and the fact that Tpr(0)/Tprlh« l .  Eq.(8-15) can be 
simplified to,
T -  T Itl
f(t) = exp( -  k t) ^  (8-16)
T pr.U,-Tr(°)
Therefore, a fit o f [Tprtll-Tpr(t)]/[Tprth-Tpr(0)] to the exp(-kPNt) allows kPN to be obtained.
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8.5.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
LIFE TIME OF DODCI IN  PURE ALCOHOLS
Equation (8-16) allows to be obtained from the time-resolved transmition 
curve for DODCI in various solvents. Our results and literature values of life time 
(~l/kpjj) for DODCI isomerization in methanol, ethanol, n-propanol, n-butanol, glycol 
are given in Table 8-2. Reported life times and our results are adjusted to 20°C (Table 
8-3) to allow comparison. Our experiments in pure alcohols are in good agreement with 
the results found in the literature.
The P form life tim e o f  DODCI in propanol/C02 mixtures is  presented in Table 
8-4. Figure 8-4 shows the measured rate constant of the ground state isomerization of 
DODCI as a function o f the viscosity at 299K. The rate constants in  Figure 8-4 fall into 
two regions with an apparent turnover at O.llcP. Collisions o f solute with solvent 
molecules provide the energy needed to cross the energy barrier when the viscosity is 
< O .llcp, so the rate constant increases with increasing viscosity; this is the energy 
activation region. At viscosities > O .llcp , the collisions impede the isomerization and 
the isomerization rate decreases with increasing viscosity; this is the m oderate to large 
friction region. The Kramers turnover is near O .llcp for the DODCI ground state 
isomerization at 299K in propanol/C 02 mixtures. This is the first reported observation 
of a Kramers turnover for DODCI.
KRAMERS FITTING
The hydrodynamic Kramers expression (Equation (8-6)) w as used to fit the data 
points > 0.1 lcP  (0.1 lcP-0.54cP). The rate constants in the energy activation region (<
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TABLE 8-2 Life times o f DODCI Ground State Isomerization from  Literatures




methanol 2.53*, 1.39“ 2.10* 0.6
ethanol 2.97*, 1.58**, 3.01’’’ 2.25 1.2
n-propanol 3.71*, 1.92**, 4.21*’’ 2.95 2.2
n-butanol 4.44’, 2.10**, 4.60*** 3.24 2.9
glycol 2.60* 2.15* 19.9
# measured at 298K.
* These results are taken from  ref[22] at 293K.
** These results are taken from  ref[l] at 303K.
*** These results are taken from  ref[3] at ~295K.
TABLE 8-3 Comparison o f Life times o f DODCI Ground State Isomerization




methanol 2.53*, 3.10“ 3.13 0.6
ethanol 2.97*, 3.45” , 3.41*** 3.60 1.2
n-propanol 3.71*, 4.22” , 5.19*** 4.72 2.2
n-butanol 4.44’, 4.59” , 5.19*“ 5.18 2.9
glycol 2.60’ 3.20 19.9
* These results are taken from  ref[22] at 20°C.
** These results are taken from  ref[l] adjusted to 20°C.
*** These results are taken from  ref[3] adjusted to 20°C.
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TABLE 8-4 Life Time o f DODCI Ground State Isomerization at 26°C
C 0 2Pressure
psia
Life tim e at different concentration o f  propanol (ms)
20% 30% 40% 50% 70%
900 1.7
950 1.4 1.7 2.90
975 1.6
1000 1.3 1.55 1.80 1.80 2.70
1050 1.5 1.60
1100 1.3 1.43 1.55 1.70 2.80
1200 1.3 1.41 3.00
1300 1.2 1.40 1.90 1.79 2.90
1400 1.55 2.91





2000 1.80 2.20 3.00
2100 1.35 1.50
2200 2.00 2.05 3.00
2400 1.90
2500 1.35 1.60 2.10 3.00
2700 1.60 1.90 2.10
2711 3.05
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Figure 8-4 A Plot o f Rate Constant vs Viscosity for the Ground State Isomerization at 
299K. The Solid Line is the Kramers Function Obtained by Fitting to Data Points 
>0.1 lcP  Using the Moderate to Large Friction Solution. The Dotted Line is 
Obtained by Fitting the Energy Activation Solution to Points < 0.11 cP.
Hydro-Dynamic Model is Used in Both Fittings.
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O .llcP) were fit using Equation (8-5), in which the hydrodynamic model was also 
assumed. The height o f the internal barrier to isomerization measured in pure alcohols 
from 10°C to 50°C ranged from 13.0kcal/mol to 14.0kcal/mol. 13.7kcal/mol which is 
agree with referrence[8.4] was used for EA in equation (8-6) and equation (8-5). The 
fitting o f Equation (8-5) to data points < 0.1 lcP  gave,
2.523x10l6r| ----------------  exp Ea
RT
(8-17)
which was plotted as dotted line in Figure 8-4.
The Kramers parameters from the fitting o f Equation (8-6) to data points > 
0.1 lcP  (0. 11cP-0.54cP) are A=9.915x 10‘V 1 and B=0.3858. The bottom frequency is 
co0=6.23x 1013s_1 (co0=27iA). <d bt v=  0.1929 at lcP  can be calculated from cobt v=B/2t|. The 
resulting curve was plotted as solid line in Figure 8-4.
The Kramers parameters reported by Velsko[8.4] in a m ore viscous series o f n- 
alcohol solutions (lcP -20cP) are C0o= 2 .5  x 10‘V 1 and o bt v=  7.6 at lcP. As expected, 
viscosity data from propanol/C 02 mixture fit to Kramers theory will undershoot the rate 
value at higher value as reported in Velsko.
KRAMERS TURNOVER
If co0, Ea , ©b and the friction kernel y(t) are known the friction at which a 
Kramers turnover occurs can be predicted. In reality, it is impossible to predict the 
Kramers turnover because no one knows how to calculate the friction from known 
physical properties. Therefore we never know how far we are from the Kramers 
turnover region until w e observe the increasing rate constant w ith increasing viscosity.
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Fortunately, we found the Kramers turnover o f DODCI at 299K. Although the actual 
viscosity of the solvent near the isomerizing DODCI molecules may different from the 
bulk viscosity, it is clear that the Kramers turnover for DODCI is near 0.1 lcp  at 299K.
Literature reports only two other results o f Kramers turnover. The Kramers 
turnover for 2-vinylanthracene occurs at about 0.12cp at 303K. Its activation energy is 
5.26kcal/mol. The Kramers turnover in trans-stilbene occurs over a viscosity range of 
0.015-0.035cp in ethane at 350K[8.3], The activation energy of trans-stilbene 
isomerization is 4.5-5 kcal/mol.
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CHAPTER 9. A STUDY OF THE EXCITED STATE OF DODCI BY 
FEMTOSECOND PHOTOINDUCED ABSORPTION
9.1 INTRODUCTION
The photoisomerization o f the dye DODCI (3,3'-diethyloxadicarbocyanine iodide) 
has been studied by single-photon [9.1] and two-photon absorption [9.2], spontaneous 
and stimulated emission [9.3-9.5] and ultrafast transient spectroscopy [9.6]. Solvent 
effects, particularly as applied to Kramers theory, have been explored [9.7-9 8], 
Questions as to mechanisms and pathways remain, especially for the excited state 
isomerization. Figure 9-1 provides a potential energy diagram for DODCI adapted from 
Rulliere [9.9], DODCI can be excited to an S, state and then branches to a coiled cis- 
cis conformation (S„ normal isomer N) or to an elongated all trans form  (S0 photoisomer 
P). The S, excited state is often depicted as a three-valley surface, whose shape is a 
function o f twisting angle. Theoretical calculations [9.10-9.11] indicate that at 90° a 
"sudden polarization" occurs and there is strong coupling between the twisted excited 
form and the two ground states. This produces a metastable excited state ’’twisted 
species." The twisted excited state (T*) is an interm ediate state which then decays to 
the ground state energy surface, yielding both the normal isomer (N) and photoisomer
(P).
In this work, femtosecond transient pum p-probe spectroscopy was used to study 
photoexcitation dynamics o f DODCI as a function o f solvent (methanol, ethanol and n- 
octanol), solvent temperature (for ethanol), and excitation wavelength. W e found that the 
sign o f the transient transmission signal from DODCI was wavelength dependent. 
Photoinduced bleaching (PB) is generally attributed to depletion o f the ground state. The
111












Figure 9-1 The Potential Energy Diagram for DODCI as a Function of Twisting 
Coordinate.
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electronic excitation (S0 —+ S,) reduces the population o f the initial state and causes a 
decrease in the absorption coefficient characterized by an absorption cross section, a,. 
In addition to this process, the excited state can absorb light from the probe, if there are 
accessible higher energy states. This competitive process can be characterized by the 
absorption cross section, cr2. If  cr2 < a „  bleaching is observed ( aT > 0 , acc< 0 ); if  a 2 > a „  
photoinduced absorption (PA) ( aT < 0 , a<x> 0 )  prevails. The kinetics o f  the twisted excited 
state o f DODCI were probed using both PA and PB, with PA providing more definitive 
information.
9.2 EXPERIMENTAL
Pulses with 250 fs duration at 5 Hz and tunable from 490 nm  to 615 nm  were 
obtained from  a Lambda-Phy sik FAMP. A conventional pump-probe technique was used; 
the pump beam was delayed mechanically and the transient transmission intensity o f the 
probe was measured as a function o f delay time with respect to the pump. The probe 
intensity was about 5% o f the pump. For all measurements, the polarization o f the probe 
laser pulse was set to 54.7° with respect to that of the pump in order to eliminate contribution 
to the signal from  rotational diffusion. One-color and two color pump-probe experiments 
were performed. For two color experiments, the probe was created by filtering a coherent 
white light continuum. Each data point in the experiments represents the average of at 
least 100 shots.
DODCI solutions were circulated through a flowing dye cell with a thickness of 
1 mm. Concentrations were kept below about 10“* M to avoid dimerization.
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9.3 RESULTS
Figure 9-2 plots the photoinduced transmission (PT) spectrum of DODCI in ethanol 
using the one color pum p-probe technique. Signal maximums are plotted in Figure 9-2. 
At X > 530 nm  PB ( a c c < 0 )  occurs, whereas PA (a c c > 0 )  takes place at X. < 530 nm.
Figure 9-3 presents the transient PB spectra o f DODCI in ethanol (curve a) and 
n-octanol (curve b) at room tem perature and probed at 575 nm. The temporal response 
of DODCI in ethanol (curve a) shows a rapid growth o f the PB peak within 500 fs followed 
by a two component decay; a fast component with decay tim e o f several ten ps, and a 
slow component going to ns. DODCI in methanol showed sim ilar results. In contrast, 
the results in n-octanol (curve b) do not show an obvious two component decay.
The transient PA responses of DODCI in ethanol and n-octanol at room temperatures 
and 513 nm  are depicted in Figure 9-4. Both curves show an initial very rapid growth 
at t=0 followed by a gradual increase to a maximum value. In ethanol (curve a) the signal 
takes about 70 ps to reach the maximum while in n-octanol (curve b) it takes about 100 
ps. The signal decay in Figure 9-4 is slow with a ns tim e constant. The PA signal shows 
formation o f a smooth maximum not observed in the PB signals of Figure 9-3. This very 
interesting and new finding can be used to help interpret the excited state kinetics o f DODCI.
Two color pum p-probe experiments were performed for DODCI in ethanol. When 
the pump and the probe were taken at 515 nm  and 5 85 nm  respectively, a PB signal nearly 
identical to that in Figure 9-3 was obtained. When these wavelengths were reversed (pump 
585 nm and probe 515 nm) results nearly identical to Figure 9-4 were obtained. These
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Figure 9-2 Femtosecond Photpinduced Transmission Spectrum o f  DODCI in Ethanol.
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Figure 9-3 Transient Photoinduced Bleaching Signal at 575 nm vs Delay Time for 
DODCI in (a) Ethanol and (b) n-Octanol.
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Figure 9-4 Transient Photoinduced Absoiption Signal at 513 nm vs Delay Time for 
DODCI in (a) Ethanol and (b) n-Octanol.
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results imply that the sign of the PT signal depends on the probe photon energy rather 
than the pump.
9.4 DISCUSSION
Figure 9-2 shows acc as a function of photon energy; in fact, A a  images a 2(X)-a,(X) 
in DODCI. From Figure 9-2, the excited state absorption cross section, a 2(X), is greater 
than the ground state, ct,(X), at X < 530 nm.
In order to interpret Figures 9-3 and 9-4, a simple sequential model based on 
Figure 9-1 can be used. Here the pump "prepares" the system in a nonequilibrium steady 
state which is then monitored by the probe; saturation effects are neglected. N „ N2, NT 
stand for the population in the ground state (S0), the normal excited state (S,), and the 
twisted excited state (T*). a ,  , ct2 and a* are the absorption cross sections o f the S0, S,, 
and T’ states, respectively.
Immediately after thepum p application, vibrationally excitedN2 molecules rapidly 
relax to the S, potential minimum by emission o f  excess phonos. This should be a 
femtosecond process. Since DODCI is a conjugated chain molecule with bulky end 
chromophores, the excitation of electrons into S, breaks the conjugated n  electronic structure 
and allows the twisting movement o f an ethylenic bond(s). The conformational change 
o f DODCI is correlated with the electrons relaxing from the S, state to the T* state by 
a barrier crossing, characterized with a relaxation time x*. The molecules at T* would 
decay to the ground states as either an N or P isomer, by radiative and nonradiative transition. 
In terms of the framework of this simple model, the population rate equations can be written 
as,
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where k, k’ and kT are transition rates (including both radiative and nonradiative) from 
S, to S„, S, toT*, and T* to the ground states, respectively, (j) is photoisomerization quantum 
yield.
Their transient solutions are,
The total population density = N ,(0) + N2(0).
At t=0, because the pulse duration is 250 fs, all of the excited electrons are assumed 
to have relaxed to the m inimum energy o f the S, state. The signal amplitude fo r PA is 
acx(O) = N2(0) ( a 2 - a , ) ,  whereas for PB it is acx(0)= N2(0) (ct, - a 2). Therefore, the sharp 
increase o f the signal amplitude around t=0 as shown in Figures 9-3 and 9-4 is expected.
Nj(t) = N,(0) + N2(0){—̂ —[1 -  e ' (k',k’) ']
h  _i_ l ,  *k + k (9 -4 )
kT- k - k *  k + k* kT
- f O  ~ e ^  ’)]}
N2(t) = N2(0)e - < k  * k - ) t (9 -5 )
NT(t) = -------— N ^O JIe'^ +k‘)t - e ' M]
kT-  k -  k
(9-6)
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At t= x \ excited molecules w ould enter the T* state. For PA, the signal amplitude
a c c ( x *) = N2(x*) (ct* - a ,) ,  where we assume that most of the population relaxes to the T*
state. I f  the absorption cross section o f the T* state, cr’ (513nm), is larger than a 2 (513nm),
then the PA signal would further increase because a o c ( x *) >  a o c ( 0). The data shown in
Figure 9-4 agree with this assumption. This implies that the T* state in DODCI has stronger
absorption o f light at X < 530 nm  than either the S0 or S, states. Since the relaxation
process from  the S, to T ’ companies the intramolecular twisting movement, t* is the
temporal measure of the structural transformation of DODCI molecules. In our measurement,
it takes about 70 ps for the PA signal to reach the maximum in ethanol. The lifetime
of the S, state has been reported to be about 1 ns [9.3], A simple calculation o f efficiency,
ti = k/(k +  k*), indicates that more than 90% population would relax to the T* state. This
implies that fluorescence would be emitted predominately from the T* state. In R ef [9.3,9.12], 
the rise time o f the photoluminescence in DODCI was reported to  be 60 ps. W e believe
that these experiments provides agreement for the x* of 70 ps w e measured for DODCI
in ethanol. The lifetime o f T* is measured to be about 1.2 ns from  the decay curve in
Figure 9-4 which is consistent with the photoluminescence lifetime o f 1.2 ns [9.3].
The curves (dashed lines) in Figure 9-4, calculated from  equations (9-4)-(9-6), 
are well matched with the experimental data. For curve a (ethanol), the fitting parameters 
are 1/k’ = 25 ps and l/k T ~ 1.2 ns, whereas for curve b (n-octanol) 1/k* ~ 32 ps and l/kT 
-  2.5 ns. Here we should mention that x* is the rise time measured from the transient 
spectrum, whereas 1/k* is the calculating decay tim e constant o f S, -»  T*. The relation 
between the rise time x* and the decay time constant 1/k* can be approximated as,
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Figure 9-3 does not directly supply information on the barrier crossing tim e in 
the excited state. Consider the case when t=x*. The bleaching signal is still decreasing 
in magnitude. There are at least two possible explanations for this decrease. First, a*(575 
nm ) > ct2(575 nm); this is a conclusion deduced from  Figure 9-4. Second, the population 
may have decayed to the ground state. Unfortunately, the PB signal does not allow 
elimination o f either o f these possibilities. A mathematical model as given by equations 
(9-1) - (9-6) is necessary to separate these contributions. This is one difficulty when using 
PB spectroscopy for the probing the interm ediate states.
The curves (dashed lines) plotted in Figure 9-3 utilized the following parameters: 
1/k* ~ 75 ps and l/k T ~ 1.2 ns for ethanol, and 1/k* ~ 200 ps and l /k T ~2.5 ns for n-octanol. 
The experimental results and curve fits in Figures 9-3 and 9-4 demonstrate that the rate, 
k*, is viscosity dependent (ethanol-1.2 cP and n-octanol-9 cP); the higher the viscosity 
o f the solvent the slower the intramolecular twisting movement. However, the fitting 
results also show the rate from the S, to the T*, 1/k*, is dependent on photon energy, for 
example, 1/k* ~ 25 ps at 513 nm and 1/k* ~ 75 ps at 575 nm  for DODCI in ethanol. One 
possible interpretation is that the molecules excited by higher photon energy could be 
prom oted directly to the T* surface and do not need to cross the barrier. For example, 
the 0-0 absorption band o f DODCI is located near 2 eV so that 513 nm  excitation generates 
a vibrational energy excess o f 0.42 eV. The barrier height in the excited state was measured
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to be 0.2 eV (4.5 Kcal/M ol) [9.9], Experiments to  understand this observation are in 
progress.
The PA temporal response in ethanol was obtained at various temperatures, using 
one-color at 513 nm. The results showed that the growth time of the PA signals changed 
from 100 ps to 50 ps when the temperature increased from 10° C to 41° C. Over this 
temperature range, 1/k* varied from 34 ps to 15 ps. Our recent experiments also indicate 
that the polarizability and/or dipole moment of the excited state in DODCI plays an important 
role in photoisomerization process [9.13],
9.5 CONCLUSIONS
W e have measured the femtosecond photoinduced transmission spectra o f DODCI 
in the absorption band o f DODCI and found act > 0 at X < 530 nm, whereas acc < 0 at 
X > 530 nm. One explanation is that the absorption cross section in the excited state 
may be greater than in the ground state at X < 530 nm. Using PA spectroscopy, signal 
growth times o f 70 ps (ethanol) and 100 ps (n-octanol) were observed and attributed to 
the intramolecular twisting movement (S, ->  T*).
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